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introduction

the evangelization of china has long been a

latterdaylatter saintday dream recently improved religious
conditions in the peoples republic of china have

intensified latterdaylatter saintday interest in china as a

potential site for missionary work this paper is
written to help latterdaylatter saintsday prepare themselves

to take their message to the peoples republic of

china the history of chinese christianity since 1949

will be examined reasons for christianitys survival
and revival will be offered possible future trends

for chinese christianity will be presented possibi-
lities for latterdaylatter saintday missionary work in the

peoples republic of china will be evaluated the

laying of necessary groundwork will be examined sug-

gestions for the performance of missionary work in

china will be considered
spencer W kimball president of the church of

jesus christ orof latterdaylatter saintsday has declared that
the spirit of the lord is preparing the chinese people

to receive the restored gospel of jesus christ As

marvin K gardner report of the seminar for
regional representatives ensign 8 november 1978101

ch 4lnesealnese

1

1

gest ions
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preparipeepariI1 ng
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will be shown in this paper chinese christianitys
recent and remarkable renascence has confirmed pres-

ident kimballs statement there is now a great
spiritual yearning among the chinese people succes-

sive waves of missionaries throughout the centuries
have planted the gospel in china its care has been

taken over by chinas post1949post christian1949 community

it appears that this christian community is now

preparing china to receive the teachings of the church

of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday

study of post1949post chinese1949 christianity is
critical for latterdaylatter saintsday if they are to teach

all nations concerning the restored gospel missionary

work in china is central to the fulfillment of this
goal however it will not take place if the mormon

church makes the same mistakes committed by protestant

and catholic missionaries prior to 1949 mistakes

which were seized upon by the communists to subdue

christianity latterdaylatter saintday missionary work may

not take place untilandtilandantilandun unless the church of jesus

christ of latterdaylatter saintsday proves itself willing and

able to knowledgablyknowledgeablyknowledg adaptably itself to christian chinas
uniquely sino marxian environment

chinas christian community has adapted itself
to a hostile marxian setting in so doing it has

gained a wealth of experience it has much to teach
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3

latterdaylatter saintsday how did chinese christians survive

persecution how do they so successfully spread their
message despite concentrated opposition why have they

succeeded what do they do that latterdaylatter saintsday

should also strive to do

since 1949 chinese christians have travelled a

difficult road they have shown latterdaylatter saintsday what

portions of that road to avoid and how to successfully
negotiate its toughest stretches they have persuaded

many of their countrymen to become christians latter
day saints should use their efforts as a basis to

present mormonismsMormonism message to china although mormons

have much to do to prepare themselves to fulfill this
task there is much that they can now do to preach

among the chinese people this paper is prepared in

the hope that it can help the church of jesus christ
of latterdaylatter saintsday to proselyte among the chinese

people

vs
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Christichristlanit
lnin g511111 acceptance in china

christianity has endeavored for most of the

christian era to penetrate china almost fourteen

hundred years ago the missionary alopenA introducedlo

nestorian

pen

christianity into tang china although suc-

cessful in gaining acceptance among the nonchinesenon

living
chinese

in china at the time nestorianism failed to

establish itself among the chinese people nestoriani-

sm was fatally weakened by confucian opposition the

confucianinspiredconfucian proscriptioninspired of 845 AD against

daoism and buddhism also included nestorianism under

the mongolsmongelsMon nestorianismgols reenteredre chinaentered it again

failed to take root save in chinas foreign population

it did not survive the antiforeignanti nationalismforeign that
overthrew the yuan dynasty 2

kennethennethlkennethakennethlK scott latourette A history of chris-
tian missions in china london society for promoting
christian knowledge 1929 reprint ed

ppap 616561 74757465 75

CHAPTER I1

CHINESE christianity BEFORE 1949

difficulties faced by christianitychristianitchristianiagaining

1

4

taibel taiwan
cheng wen publishing company 1975 ppap 535853

2lbid21bid

58
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ppap 21112211 12
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in 1294 the first roman catholic missionary
john of montecorvinoMonte arrivedcorvino in cambalucCamb hisaluc pros

elytingelytinaelating met with gratifying success but catholic
efforts were largely confined to chinas foreign
community when the mongols were expelled from china

all traces of catholicism disappeared 1 the first
permanent establishment of roman catholicism was not

achieved until 1583 when the society of jesus suc-

cessfully entered china 2 protestantism came to china

only in 1807 with the arrival of robert morrison 3

these early christian labors always encountered

great difficulties vast distances between china and

europe inhibited missionary work travel was diffi-
cult journeys to china were computed in terms of

years not months or weeks foreign climates and

diseases made missionary work difficult for the few

who did reach china governmental resistance to

missionaries entering china was pronounced the

chinese people were both indifferent to and hostile to

the christian message they viewed christianity as a

product of the barbarian inferior west the christian
message sought acceptance in a country that was extreme

in its ethnocentrism chinas sense of cultural

bid p 93

3lbid31bid

in

cess fully
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superiority caused the chinese to view christianity
unfavorably

many parts of the world had accepted christian
teachings because they lacked a sophisticated highly

developed religious system of their own for centu-

ries china had relied on a complex and sophisticated
combination of ancestor worship confucianism daoismdanism

and buddhism christianity was merely a late arrival
in china christian exclusivism allowed only jesus

christ as the way this was foreign to chinas reli-
gious tolerance and relativism christianity sought

answers to metaphysical questions it was other-
worldly in nature it concentrated on the kingdom of

heaven it urged its disciples to be in the world but

not of it it concerned itself with religious
mysteries on the other hand chinese religion was

not metaphysically or eschatologicallyeschatological inclined it
was practical buddhism provided china with a system

of metaphysics and otherworldlyother salvationworldly but it
hardly changed the practical thisworldlythis natureworldly of

chinese religion animism ancestor worship and

confucianism still provided the lifegivinglife spiritgiving for

chinese religion
while christianity viewed itself as properly

beyond the control of secular politics and in europe

exercised great control over secular politics the

6

ly
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grobertkrobert

ppap 15684156 29930329984 507518507303 69499694518 99

chinese had always perceived religion as a means to

consolidate the stability of the state traditonaltraditional
chinese religion was an extension of the state and

subject to governmental control any new religious
order challenging the prevailing religion of china was

viewed as a challenge to the authority of the state
and as a prime source of instability and rebellion 2

christianity therefore suffered from frequent pro

scriptionsscript determinedions to spread their messagemessagermes

however

sagersagel

missionaries attempted to labor around such

edicts they thus confirmed official suspicions

towards christianity
christianity further suffered from periodic

persecutions of varying intensity the anticatholicanti
persecutions

catholic
of the late eighteenth century and early

nineteenth century the bizarre interlude of the

taiping rebellion the boxer uprising and the anti-
christian movement of the 1920s all seriously hindered

christian labors

7

1

theythus

3

1 robertarobertA D baird and alfred bloom indian and
far eastern religious traditions religion and man an
introduction part 2 and part 3 cnewanew york harper and
row publishers 1971 p 143

atourettetourettea ppap 171817

bid

18

new

31bid

latourette
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resistanceaeistanceAe toistance christianity was further
heightened by the means used by christian missionaries
to spread the gospel missionary efforts first began

to bear considerable fruit in the latter part of the

nineteenth century and the first part of the twentieth
century unfortunately this success was based on

provisions of the opium war treaties althoughalthouah china

had long resisted foreign influences the treaties of

184218441842 allowed1844 foreign missionaries to proselyte in

five port cities in southeast china 1 the second

group of treaties was concluded in 1858 along with

the conventions of 1860 they allowed foreign mission-

aries to travel throughout the chinese interior the

treaties of 1858 and the conventions of 1860 further
required the protection of christian missionaries and

their converts extraterritorialityextra placedterritoriality foreign

missionaries outside the control of chinese law 2 all
these treaty provisions were regularly invoked while

missionaries no doubt brought the light of christs
teachings and genuinely converted many chinese chris-
tian teachings nonetheless forced their way into china

by dint of foreign military strength As european

countries sought to encroach upon china foreign mi-
ssionaries became agents of aggression when they

llbidlibidlloid

sionaries

Althouah
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ppap 276 475

2ssu yu teng and john K fairbank chinas
response to the west A documentary surveysurve 183919231839

rcambridgecambridcte
1923

harvard university press 1954 reprint
ed

libidbibid

represented their native countries in negotiations
with the chinese government 1

christianitys mode of entry into china in the

nineteenth century was in itself a major blow to

chinas national integrity and pride its enforced

protection inspired many abuses aware of the protec-

tion offered to converts by the treaties many chinese

joined the christian churcheschur motivatedchesl not by belief
but by the material benefits of missionary protection
and patronage coming from the less desirable elements

of the population these rice christians often
aroused great resentment among other chinese the

missionaries were also disliked by the gentryofficialsgentry

because

officials
of their interference in lawsuits on behalf of

their converts a practice followed especially by

catholic missionaries 2 indeed conversion frequently

followed legal disputes the new convert joined a

christian church knowing that he would be able to use

his church membership to have the controversy decided

in his favor because a decision against him would

bid

new york atheneumathenaeumAthe 1975neum p 135

9

univ6 sity intreprdepr
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lallenailen
willwiil 1 am

ppap 464946

a

49

tourette ppap 42829428 29

be interpreted by his missionary patrons as anti-
christian persecution 1

in a country that regarded itself as culturally
superior the foreign missionaries of the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries were themselves often guilty
of cultural imperialism many missionaries condemned

chinese civilization as barbaric and in need of the

civilizing virtues of christianity they did not

acknowledge that there were positive elements in the

chinese culture elements that harmonized with the
0teachings of jesus christ lacking the cultural

sensitivity of the society of jesus these missionaries
universally condemnedancestorcondemned worshipancestor as an evil
heathen practice

churches were often outposts of the mission-

aries native countries there was little in the way

of indigenous church architecture gothic spires of

christian churches towered above the landscape of some

chinese cities there were few native religious hymns

chinese christians largely sang european religious

allen J swanson taiwan mainline versus
independent church growth south pasadena california
william carey library nd ppap 495049

21bid2lbid

50

10

2

3

3latourette
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2swansonmswanson

sibido6ibido
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music translated into chinese converts were encour-

aged to adopt foreign cultural habits regarded by

missionaries as part of the gospel of jesus christ in
so doing they were viewed by their nonchristiannon

neighbors
christian

as being something less than chinese 2 mi-
ssionaries were often reluctant to turn control of their
churches over to native converts because most

churches were controlled by foreignforeiandoreian mission personnel

they were regarded by chinese as foreign institutions 3

missionaries usually enjoyed a standard of living
higher than their converts could afford 4

before the introduction of christianity china

had had little religious conflict however in the

nineteenth and twentieth centuries there was frequent

discord among different protestant denominations at
times there were internal disputes within churches 5

in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries catholicism

suffered from rivalries among different missionary

orders 6 in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
catholics and protestants worked independently of each

other there was an almost total lack of cooperation

lgeorge N patterson christianity in communist
china waco texas word books1969 p 47

wanson ppap 505150 3patterson3paftersoncpatterson51 p 47

bid atourette p 771

bid

1

lackof

books 1969

41bidle 5latourette

sionaries
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between them these differences weakened christian
credibility in the eyes of many chinese

even if missionaries managed to avoid all the

weaknesses just mentioned which contrasted so dis-
turbingly with their messagemessagermes theysagersaget were still a

highly visible reminder of western penetration of

china and of all the problems and turmoil thereby

inflicted uponudon china the brutalities of world war

one and the provisions of the treaty of versailles
that ceded shandongshardongShan todong japan caused chinese resentment

of the west to boil over an antiwesternanti movementwestern

began in china often the most visible representative

of the west christianity wascondemnedwas ascondemned part of

western aggression anP antichristianantin reactionchristian set
in among chinese intellectuals in the 1920s this
was strengthened by the increasing tendency of chinese

intellectuals to rely on science and western seculari-

sm

the picture just presented is negative it
ignores the many positive contributions christians
brought to china many chinese christians were

sincerely converted to the gospel of jesus christ
and received what they regarded as the blessings of

swanson ppap 333433 3634

12

1

turbingly
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lLailalatourettetourette p 568

2spencer J palmer korea and christianity the
problem of identification with tradition seoul korea
hollymhollam corporation 1967 ppap v vii 232423 49514924
joseph

51
R levenson modern china and its confucian past

the problem of intellectual continuity garden city
new york doubleday and company anchor books 1964
ppap 15564155 64

13

of salvation protestant missionary work was often
manifested in medical and educational ways this
greatly helped china to modernize at the close of the

nineteenth century 1 despite all of christianitys
positive contributions however chinas reaction to

it was often one of objecting not to what was done or

preached but rather to how it was done or preached

the insensitivities and weaknesses of christs
emissaries compounded the difficulties of persuading

the tradition bound ethnocentric and secularly

inclined chinese to accept christianity
many people persuasively argue that christian-

ity failed in its evangelization of china by 1949

only slightly less than 1 percent of china was chris-
tian despite its help in modernizing china

christianity largely failed to have any significant
impact on chinese life and institutions 2 the area

of greatest christian influence education was

severely restricted in its religious expression by

llatourette

1 964.964964
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governmental regulations in 1928 christianity
failed to integrate itself into the mainstream of

chinese life it remained in a world apart

success despite difficulties
it can also be argued that christianity was

successful in china although missionary work was

difficult it was not without encouraging results
through the efforts of the society of jesus cathol-
icism had taken permanent root in china despite the

rites controversy and the persecutions of the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries it survived

the opening of china to the west greatly expanded

catholic missionary efforts and growth was rapid in

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries by 1949 there
n

were 3266000 chinese catholics protestantism

after a painfully slow beginning in the nineteenth
century expanded rapidly in the latter part of that
century the twentieth century witnessed even greater
growth by 1949 there were 1811700 baptized chinese

ennethkenneth scott latourette christianity in a
revolutionary age A history of christianity in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries vol 5 the twe-
ntieth century outside europe the mericasamericas the pacific
asiaasla and africa the emerging world christian commuconmrucomma
nityanityn new york harper and row publishers 1962 ppap
38384383

swanson2swansonmswanson

84

p 282

1

2

A
1

lK

Cen turaturltuka escentura
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protestants and 823506 communicants 1 chinese
protestants were represented in chinas governmental

educational and medical communities in far greater
percentages than their portion of the general popula-

tion 2

by the third decade of this century chinas
protestant and roman catholic communities were becom-

ing considerably less foreign and more chinese in

nature native chinese were increasingly ordained to

positions of ecclesiastical authority in 1949 there
were 2542 chinese catholic priests and 3046 foreign

priests 3 in that same year there were 6204 foreign
protestant missionaries 2155 protestant chinese

pastors 8058 chinese evangelists and 2396 women

church workers 4 increasing numbers of churches were

becoming financially independent of foreign mission

boards local congregational government was on the

rise churches that had been started by missionaries
were more and more coming under the government of

chinese leaders 3 union denominations such as the

ilbidlibidbibid p 284

2latourette twentieth century outside europe
p 391

wanson p 282 bid j p 284

latourette history of christian missions
ppap 801810801 810

15

5

41bid
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ppap 799801799 atterson801 ppap 697669

swanson

76

p 284 ibid ppap 37 38

l1bidlebid

3swansonmswanson

2pattersoncpatterson

united church of christ in chinachinai appeared they were

a significant part of chinas protestant community 1

efforts were being made to discard western

cultural baggage that had been mixed with the gospel

of jesus christ these efforts led to the rise of

indigenously created protestantprotestangrotestan denominations with

no connections to foreign christianity indeed

these churches rejected the weaknesses of western

christianity and sought to return to a pure new tes-
tament christianity the true jesus church the

assembly hall church and the jesus family were the

best known of these churches 2 by 1949 indigenous

protestant churches comprised one fourth of chinas
protestant community they received no help from

foreign missionaries or mission boards 3

As protestantism helped china to modernize

many people embraced christianity it symbolized the

west that they sought to emulate and to thereby

strengthen china the antiforeignanti andforeign antichristiananti
movement

christian
of the 1920s had slowed christian growthcrowth but

it was followed by more favorable conditions in the

1930s and 1940s 4 although military political and

economic turmoil hindered christian activities many

bid

16

41bid

6
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lLailalatourettetourette twentieth century outside europe
ppap 39596395 96

17

people were probably led to seek christianity as an

answer to national and personal problems in 1945

after several years of expulsion exile imprisonment

and restricted activity under the japanese occupation

missionaries and chinese church workers took advantage

of their regained freedom to renew evangelical efforts
the future for chinese christianity looked bright 1

reasons for christian optimism
A religious explanation

believing members of the church of jesus christ
of latterdaylatter saintsday feel that the lord is preparing

all of his children to hear the gospel and totzo receive

its blessings As one of the major unreached areas of

the earth china has lately received particular atten-

tion among latterdaylatter saintsday the question is asked

in their desires to evangelize the chinese people

have latterdaylatter saintsday received divine help to prepare

the chinese people to accept the gospel from a per-

spective of faith the answer could well be yes it
can be argued that china over the centuries has been

prepared by god to accept the gospel

the brief history of chinese christianity just
given finds an inspiring explanation in silas hongs
analysis of the parable of the sower and the seed

llatourette

spective
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found in matt 1339133 although9 this analysis is
biased against catholicism it merits the attention of

those who feel that christian efforts to evangelize

china whatever their faults have been divinely
guided and will continue to receive divine guidance

in the future

the seed sown by the wayside quickly devoured

by fowl allowing it no time to take root matt 134

is compared to nestorianisms initial entry into tang

china the fowl are the confucianinspiredconfucian proscrip-

tion

inspired

of 845 AD the seed that fell on stony ground

causing plants to grow up quickly only to see those

plants wither under the heat of the sun matt 1356
is represented by catholic missionary efforts during

the yuan dynasty success was initially gratifying
but catholicism disappeared from china when the yuan

dynasty was overthrown the christian seed had

entered only the topsoil of chinas foreign community

and not the deeper stonier soil of native chinese

society the seed that fell among thorns causing

the plants that grew up to be choked matt 137 is
likened to the catholic efforts begun by the jesuits
in the late sixteenth century this phase of mission-

ary work achieved far greater success than any previous

effort and reached the indigenous chinese population

catholicism was choked however by the jealousy

18
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lsilaslailas honghonahond the dragon net how god has used
communism to prepare china for the gospel old tappan
new jersey fleming H revellreveil companyt976company ppap1976
202520

a

25

tourette history of christian missions
ppap 18283182

3swansonmswanson

83

p 282

directed against the society of jesus by other cath-

olic orders the notorious rites controversy and the
severe anticatholicanti persecutionscatholic of the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries while the

catholic church of this era did not die only the
opium war treaties allowed catholic missionaries to

rescue this struggling church finally hong states
that the sowing of the good seed that bore lasting

fruit matt 138 was accomplished by the long

painful and gradual establishment of protestantism

in china beginning with the arrival of robert
morrison in 1807 1 the renewed catholic efforts of

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries should also be

included as part of the good lasting seed these

efforts resulted in an expansion of the catholic com-

munity from 200250000200 adherents250000 in 18002 to

3266000 in 1949 3

each planting of the gospel seed resulted in
a progressively better yield by the end of the

nineteenth century christianity had firmly planted

itself in chinas difficult soil in 1945 that

silas

19

2latourette
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seemed ready to bring forth a plentiful christian
harvest

20
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CHAPTER II11

CHINESE christianity SINCE 1949

communist hostility to christianity
in 1949 missionary optimism changed honey-

combed with weaknesses the nationalist government

collapsed the communists rose to power christian
expectations and fortunes radically changed christian
churches were confronted with a political authority

that denounced all religion as unscientific supe-
rstitious and feudalistic the communists accused

religion of exploiting the chinese people such

opprobrium was directed against buddhism daoismdanism islam

confucianism and folk religions as well as christi-
anity but christianity labored under especially
incriminating disadvantages almost without exception

chinese christians and foreign missionaries had

supported the guomindangguomindana during the civil war some

foreign missionaries had collected information on the

pattersonatterson p 42

21

robrium0PP I1
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communists for their own governments 1 foreign mi-
ssionaries were condemned because their native countries
had committed aggression against china catholics were

suspect because of the vaticans strong anti communism

american missionaries the largest single element in

the foreign missionary community were particularly
suspect because of american aid to the guomindang

chinese christians were disliked by the communists

because of their association with and dependence upon

foreign missionaries and mission boards missionaries
and their converts were a vivid reminder of and often
participated in the excesses perpetrated against china

by western nations during chinas hundred years of

shame these excesses solidified communist hostility
to christianity

while proclaiming the right to believe in reli-
gion and including freedom of religious practice in

their constitution chinese communists actively sought

the subjugation and repression of christianity the

christian community sought to cope with the communist

challenge cooperation surface accommodation and

stubborn resistance were all present in the response of

chinese christians 1949 marked the beginning of

adverse circumstances for chinese christianity equal to

david H adeney china christian students
face the revolution downers grove illinois inter
varsity press 1973 p 37
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and possibly greater than any of the former troubles

it had experienced latourette states the capture

of the mainland of china by the communists completed

in 1950 brought christianity its most serious
reverses since the eighteenth century 1

patterson places the situation in this
perspective

the battle of giants was joined asian christian-
ity and asian communism were about to be locked in
a struggle to the death the teachings of jesus
christ and mao tsetungtse couldtung never coexistco itexist
was not simply two opposing ideological systems
two ways of life that were meeting it was two
diametrically opposed faiths 2

seventeen years of bitter struggle between the

communist government of the peoples republic of china

and chinese christianity climaxed in 1966 with the
great proletarian cultural revolution organized

christianity ceased to function under the radical
onslaught many people concluded that the christian
seeds planted in chinas soil in the nineteenth century

had failed to produce lasting fruit had indeed been

forcibly uprooted was christianity they asked

forever doomed to be a foreign institution never able

to adapt to the harsh realities of the chinese

environment the violent attacks initiated by the

twentieth century outside europe p 397

2pattersoncpatterson p xi
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cultural revolution against christianity prompted

many people to pronounce obituaries like the follow-

ing

the final page of the history of christian
religion in shanghai was written on august 24

on that day all the churches active and
inactive whether conducted by their meager
congregations or preserved by the shanghai
municipal bureau of religious cults were stripped
of all the crosses statues icons decorations
and all church paraphernalia by the revolutionary
students wearing red guard armbands and deter-
mined to eradicate all traces of imperialist
colonial and feudal regimes 1

the struggle for control

the communists were not overt in their first
moves against christianity although many catholics
had been mistreated in northern china during the civil

2war and many rural churches had been closed and used

to garrison communist troops most churches in larger

cities stayed open they continued to evangelize and

to conduct religious activities overt persecution

christianity in shanghai comes to an end
south china morning post hong kong 16 august 1966
p 1cited by patterson p 139

latourette twentieth century outside europe
p 396

patterson p 44

mary wang the chinese church that will not
die london hodder and stoughton hodder christian
paperbacks 1971 p 56
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on purely religious grounds was not part of commucormu

nisnistltj policy they sought to avoid making religious
martyrs i1 christian churches enjoyed relative freedom

until april 1951 2

george N patter son recounts the statement of

one xi zhongxunZhong atxun the first national conference on

religious work held in beijing

he laid down the guidelines of approach to the
religious problem outright prohibition is
useless it will only hurt our party

while scorned as an anachronism religious belief still
received official governmental tolerance as did the

option to abstain from and oppose religious beliefs 5

latourette1latourette twentieth century outside europe
p 397

patterson p 60

3lbid31bid p 10 As told to patterson by one xiao
feng pseudonym

bid p 6

donald E macinnis religious policy and prac-
tice in communist china A documentary history new
york the macmillan company 1972 p 23

r

patterson

4

ro0

41bid

reli-
gion is a form of social consciousness if we
prohibit it by administrative order fanaticism
will probably result probably bringing with itreligious riots therefore if we are to destroy
it we must do it gradually by other methods 3

the national religious affairs bureau was

placed in control of all aspects of religious activity

corbu
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latourette

74

twentieth century outside europe
p 400

though was clearly regarded as a

superstitious barrier to socialist progress the
government therefore set up educationreeducationre programs to

help christians become converted to socialist
doctrine these programs were particularly emphasized

in universities which were largely maintained by

christian churches

such thought reform could reach very intense

levels of pressure mary wang quotes a letter from an

unidentified priest in robert S elegants the shape

of heaven

the communists pretend not to force or impose
their position on us they insist repeat insist
again and again always around in and out and
back to the same statement wearing us out
breaking us down until unable to hold out any
longer one is finally prepared to say well
have it your own way but they wont accept
it that way what they want is for us to concede
as if we had proposed it as if we were finally
convinced of what they have said and wished to
surrender ourselves to their statements as if to
our own selfimposed directive 2

mary wang herself was forced to undergo thought reform

while a medical student in shanghai

many protestants and catholics were arraigned

before peoples courts and accused of being reaction
4aries and agents of imperialism the area handbook

ladeneybladeneylA ppapdeney 616261 ang62 p 71

3lbid31bid
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for communist china states
they do not intend to make martyrs and leave a root
of faith in the hearts of the common people they
fabricate cases against christians and charge them
with criminal deeds or counterrevolutionarycounter activ-
ities

revolutionary
1

in 1950 prime minister zhou enlaienlar met with

four key protestant leaders he declared that the

churches would have to purge themselves of all asso-

ciations with foreign imperialism at that meeting

wu yaozongyaolongYao secretaryzong of the young mens christian
association presented a document called the christian
manifesto it declared the intention of the protestant

churches to eliminate the imperialist tendencestendenciesten indences

their midst and to support the chinese communist party 2

this manifesto was distributed throughout protestant

churches in china more than 300000 protestants

eventually signed it 3

once protestants signed the manifesto writes

leslie T lyall
As if by arrangementprearrangementpre the local communist
cadres called on the local church leaders to

fredericrederic chaffee et al washington BCDC
US government printingPri officentina 1967 p 256

2lesliecleslie T lyall come wind come weather the
present experience of the church in china chicago
moody press 1960 ppap 151615

latourette

16

twentieth century outside europe
p 401 patterson p 47 says 400000 people signed

3latourette
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inquire their reaction
you agree of course
yes
then why do you still welcome the presence and

help of these foreign imperialist missionaries
the government thus used the christian manifesto as a

means of pressuring the protestant churches to make

missionaries unwelcome As foreign missionaries and

church workers left china mission and church prope-
rties were expropriated without compensation this
included universities secondary schools hospitals
and mission facilities 2

christian freedom was greatly reduced in april
1951 when the religious affairs bureau summoned a

large number of protestant leaders to a conference on

dealing with christian institutions formerly receiving

american aid the purpose of this conference was to
a 10 thoroughly permanently and completely sever
all relations with american missions and all other
missions thus realizing self government self
support and selfpropagationself inpropagation the chinese
church 4

ipp 161716 atterson17 p 103

bid p 60

maclnnis p 99 self government self
support and selfpropagationself werepropagation concepts ironically
formulated by a nineteenth century protestant
missionary named henry venn owen chadwick gen ed
the pelican history of the church 6 vols
harmondsworth england penguin books ltd 1964

vol 6 A history of christian missions by stephen
neill ppap 25960259 60
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the conference thus gave rise to what became

known as the threeselfthree reformself movement protestants
were to be self governing self supporting and self
propagating the preparatory committee of the

conference was to direct this effort
to comply with the intent of the threeselfthree

reform

self
movement protestant churches throughout china

held mass meetings in which accusations and charges

were brought against those labeled as reactionary
n

andor imperialist the accused were then pressured

to renounce their crimes to undergo educationreeducationre and

to prepare themselves to join the threeselfthree reformself
movement the communists thus were able to isolate
and focus on those who opposed their reform of the
protestant churches

As religious reactionaries were immobilized

and removed from positions of influence communist

planted infiltrators were able to exert greater

influence in the churches the area handbook for
communist china notes they do not liquidate religious
organizations but they infiltrate and use the

patter son p 61

bid
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21bid
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organization to discredit and disparage religious

activities such doctrinally conservative concepts

as the second coming doomsday the last judgementJud

and

gement

the literal divinity of christ as savior were

denounced by the threeselfthree movementself as opiates that
2hindered rapid social reform adeney quotes wu

yaozongyaolong as saying modernism must oppose fundamental-

ism churches focused less and less on christ and

religious topics they became forums for political
discussions and concentrated on bringing their
teachings into harmony with communist principles

the nature of institutional chinese protes-

tantism was radically changed As summarized by

patterson the decisions of the first national

christian conference held in 1954 are illustrative
under the common aim of loving the country and

the christian religion efforts should be made to
promote the great unity of all christian churches
and their members and to carry further the self
government self supporting and selfpropagationself
movement

propagation
the differences in belief system and

ceremony observed by different churches should be
mutually respected

support the draft constitution of the peoples
republic of china and strive together with the

ichaffeelchaffeemchaffeelC ethaffee al p 256

2adeney ppap 919391 patterson93 ppap 78 91
lyall ppap 394039

adeney

40

p 91 patterson p 91
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twentieth century outside europe
p 401 patterson ppap 12325123

3pattersoncpatterson

25

p 94

31

people of the whole nation for the construction of
a socialist society value the right of freedom of
religion stipulated in the draft constitution
guarantee no misuse of this right for activities
against the interest of the people promote patri-
otism and observance of law and fulfill the duties
of a citizen

call upon the christians of the country for
activities to safeguard the peace of the world and
to firmly oppose the aggression of united states
imperialism on chinas territory of taiwan

encourage the christians of the whole nation to
seriously learn patriotism to be thoroughly purged
of the remnant influence of imperialism and to
differentiate between what is right or wrong good
or evil to purify the churches7churches

peking

7

china news service august 13 1954

following the brief interlude of let a hundred

flowers bloom let a hundred schools of thought con-

tend the government moved against church leaders
including several within the threeselfthree movementself who

2had used the opportunity to criticize the government

in 1957 a threeselfthree patrioticself committee was

established this became the official protestant church

organization in china 3 denominational differences
were eliminated the number of church meeting places
was then severely reducereduced supposedly to provide a more

economical use of church properties beijing which

bid
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originally had sixtyfivesixty churchesfive was left with only

four shanghai went from more than two hundred down

to only a few more than ten religious staff and

clergy were reduced in number those eliminated from

religious work were then transferred to communes and
9factories in 1958 government regulations banned

all religious services prayers and bible readings

save those held in regular church buildings at times

announced beforehand and with a representative of the

state present 3

by mid1958mid in1958 all of beijing only five hun-

dred people attended church before consolidation
each of beijings sixtyfivesixty churchesfive had been well-

a
attended this is representative of the change in

church attendance throughout china

in 1949 there were roughly one million
communicant chinese protestants churches were healthy

and growing how were the communists able to so easily
remold the protestant churches

the fragmented nature of chinese protestantism

prevented it from presenting a unified strong response

llatourettelLa twentiethtourette century outside europe
p 403

atterson ppap 959695

3latourette
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twentieth century outside europe
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atterson p 125
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church and china building new barriers christianity
today 24 25 january 198018

libidbibid

to communist pressure there were many different
denominations chinese protestantism was also rather
clearly divided into fundamentalist and liberal camps

relations between the two camps were often hostile
many liberals had hoped to adapt to the new communist

environment while some openly favored the communists

notably wu yaozongyaolongYao itzong is probable that most submitted

to communistdirectedcommunist changesdirected out of a desire to mai-
ntain as much of their religious organizations and

systems as possible the fundamentalists felt betrayed

by this and denounced those who compromised

many christians were undoubtedly weakened in

their faith by dint of highpressurehigh educationreeducationrepressure As

doctrine focused less and less on christian issues

that separated believers from the world around them

such as salvation grace the second coming and the

last judgementJud moregement and more the churches dealt with

how to fulfill the ideals of a socialist society

documents of the threeselfthree movementself provides excellent
examples of the pronounced shift towards political

bid

33
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secularism that took place in chinese churches many

christians left their churches especially those whose

religious convictions ran deep

because of this the indigenous fundamentalist

churches experienced sharp and dramatic growth in the

first few years after 1949 the christian assemblies

the communal jesus family the true jesus church the

spiritual food worldwideworld evangelisticwide mission and

independent churches like the one pastoredpastorekpa bystored wang

mingdaomingtao in beijing were uncompromising in their opp-
osition to governmental pressures they refused to

cooperate with the threeselfthree movementself 2

the protestant religious situation eventually

boiled down to a struggle between the threeselfthree move-

ment

self
and the indigenous fundamentalists the latter

had always been free of foreign control and could not

plausibly be accused of sympathy towards imperialism

the government therefore sought other ways to subdue

them anyone who opposed the threeselfthree movementself was

labeled as a reactionary

far eastern office division of foreign mis-
sions national council of the churches of christ in
the USA documents of the threeselfthree movementself source
materials for the study of the protestant church in
communist china new york far eastern office division
of foreign missions national council of the churches
of christ in the USA 1963

atterson ppap 698169 81
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ni doshengDo leadersheng of the christian assemblies

and also a prominent businessman of pharmaceutical

concerns was sentenced in 1952 to fifteen years

imprisonment as a capitalist and multiple adulterer
jing dianyingDia foundernying of the jesus family was also

arrested in 1952 and charged with being dictatorial
and an adulterer leaders of the true jesus church

were arrested their use of faith healing and speaking

in tongues was judged unscientific and harmful

wang mingdaomingtao was arrested in 1955 and sentenced with-

out trial to fifteen years imprisonment under extreme

pressures of educationreeducationre he wrote a confession and

was released upon release however he denounced his

action as a betrayal of his christian faith and

recanted his confession he was re imprisoned

As fundamentalist church leaders were elimina-

ted the government was able to exert sufficient
pressure on their followers to cause them to finally
join the threeselfthree movementself

the peoples republic of china encountered

greater difficulty in controlling the catholic church

bid
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than they had with the protestants conscious of their
spiritual allegiance to the vatican and spared the

doctrinal and denominational divisions of protestanti-
sm catholics presented a far more united front in
response to communist pressures they were less
willing to adapt to their new environment the vatican

declared that only old age or illness would be grounds

for missionaries to leave china the catholic church

expected its workers to stay in their assignments and

function as well as possible communist measures

against chinese catholics were more severe

in 1949 there were three million chinese roman

catholics out of twelve thousand catholic clergy
more than five thousand were foreigners 2 patterson

provides a statistical summary of catholicisms mis-

fortunes at the hands of the communists

by the end of 1952 1046 priests brothers
and sisters had been expelled from china leaving
787 foreign catholic missionaries still in the
country524country priests524 210 nuns and 53 brothers
two archbishops and two bishops had died in prison
14 more were in prison 3 more were under house
arrest and 43 had been expelled in 1951 19
chinese priests had been killed or had died in
prison and an unknown of chinese lay and religious

bid p 48 bid p 100
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had died in 1953 there were still over 300
chinese priests imprisoned 8

schina missionary bulletin hong kong vol V
january 1953 p 1.111

like the protestants the catholics were soon

pressured to become self governing self supporting

and self propagating catholicism would be expected

to purge itself of its imperialist associations
missionaries were expelledexdelled catholic schools and

n
universities were taken over

catholic orphanages were subjected to partic-
ularly bitter attacks

the story of catholic orphanages in china
illustrates more than any other the communist con-
cern to embarrass foreign personnel at any cost
whereas hospitals were taken over without much
fanfare and the takeover of schools involved
charges of espionage and cultural aggression
against missionary teachers the nuns who had
worked in orphanages were in numerous cases
accused of murdering children selling their blood
for transfusions plucking out eyes and eating
the food intended for children

in 1951 the chinese government represented by

lu dingyidingli and seconded by zhou enlaienlar called upon

chinese catholic leaders to promote the churchs

bid

religion in communist
china nashville tennessee abingdon press 1970 p
at9t91
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independence and its severance from imperialist ties
it was proposed that an independent catholic church be

established catholics were urged to repudiate the
pope and to denounce foreign doctrine western

theology and cultural aggression lay committeescommittee
were formed under governmental encouragement to control

church worship but both foreign and chinese priests
refused to cooperate in 1951 in chongqingChong fatherqing

john dong publicly defied these efforts he was

arrested father beda zhang had been chosen by the

government to head the independent catholic church but

refused he was imprisoned and tortured to death 3

these two incidents stiffened catholic opposi-

tion and the government left the catholics relatively
alone for the next several years focusing first on

the problem of chinese protestantism 4

in 1955 bishop ignatius gong pingmeipingmeePing themei

strongest opponent of the independent catholic church

was arrested along with a large number of other

priests and catholic laymen 3 they were accused of

counterrevolutionarycounter activityrevolutionary against the government 6

attersonlpattersoncpattersonlP ppap 102103102 bid103
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the communists then intensified their elimination of

catholic opposition to the independent catholic church

from 17 june to 13 july 1957 catholics and government

representatives met in beijing they organized the

national catholic patriotic association archbishop

pi shushi of shenyangzhenyangShen wasyang elected as chairman

by the fall of 1958 the national catholic
patriotic association had consecrated ten bishops

pope pius XII condemned the national catholic patriotic
associatonassociator and the ordinations the new organization

responded with a protest that declared

that all reactionary orders and supreme
excommunications issued and enforced by the vatican
in the name of religion were worthless and in-
valid and affirmed the right of the chinese
catholic church to elect their own bishops because
the voice of the people is the voice of god

1

2

18

lthe18theithealthe catholic church in china pi 3

the communists continued to campaign against

catholics who were loyal to the vatican and who opposed

the patriotic association latourette states in
1958 presumably for unwillingness to conform 80

priests 20 sisters and 400 laymen were reported to

ush p 134

2latourette twentieth century outside europe
p 399

patterson p 108
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have been compelled to spend months under communist
1 indoctrination

christians go underground

by 1958 the peoplesPeople republic of china had

made puppets of the formal institutional protestant and

catholic churches church attendance once so large

had dropped to almost nothing

after 1958 christianity became a less formal

operation underground churches known also as house

churches came into being they continued to meet in

small groups of people to study scriptures and to

worship god as best they could patterson quotes jack

chows article in the 12 march 1962 issue of the hong

kongkona standard

although the visible and formal churches are
dying out on the mainland the invisible formless
nonpoliticalnon andpolitical true ones are growing in number
in shanghai nanking peking and other towns and
cities 2

these house churches carried out evangelical

activities as best they could given the constraints
under which they operated and their need for secrecy

in so doing they simply continued christian efforts
that had gone on since 1949 in the years following

twentieth century outside europe p 400

2pap 130
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1949 evangelical activities actually intensified
many christians realizing that it was only a matter

of time before the communists would liquidate the

independent churches took advantage of communisms

stillincompletestill controlincomplete and proselytedproselyter as much as they

could leslie T lyall reports of successful mission-

ary efforts throughout china especially in the more

remote areas such as inner mongolia turkestanTurk andestan

xinjiangXin jiang mary wang a medical student in shanghai

during this time personally participated in vigorous

witnessing activities conducted by local churches 2

the larger cities enjoyed more religious freedom for a

longer time than did the smaller cities and rural
areas

after 1958 reports of hidden christian consist-
ently emerged from the peoples republic of china

patterson cites another example in jack chows article
0 0 one of the arrivals in hong kong the

wife of a former professor at peking university
belonged to a small prayer group of four christian
women prior to her departure from shanghai she
says that there are many such small groups formed
by people whose churches have either been shut down
or taken over by the communists they meet irreg-
ularly but not infrequently at different homes
for prayer meetings bible study and fellowship
they have won many souls who have found god a great
help in time of trouble when they pray together

p 525852 ang58 ppap 636463 7664 89
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counterlcounter revolutionaries with reactionary reli-
gious beliefs a term usually applied to
fundamentalists and so on 3

3redared

42

they do not kneel and their meetings which have
no form of any sort are usually short because
they do not wish to invite trouble 1

although such clandestine religious activity
could not seriously challenge the authority of the

chinese regime the government was sufficiently troubled
to publish its concerns

since 1963 at least fifteen major articles and
scores of lesser articles on religion have appeared
almost all of them in the widely circulated secular
press not the religious press an editorial
in tien feng cathefthecthe publishing arm of the threeselfthree
movementjmovementmovements

self
march 31 1965 indicated that the

communist authorities were still far from being
happy about the state of christian witness in
china 2

the 16 september 1966 issue of christianity
today states

but it is also noteworthy that in communist
china amid the most oppressive form of national
socialism the church has not only survived but is
spreading to the point of causing considerable
concern to the communist leaders during the past
two years newspapers and journals have carried
widespread public debates on religion in this
highly regimented society where the lives of
people are organized and scrutinized at every
level officials are forced to admit that there are
underground home congregations unpatriotic

elements who hold religion above the state

131 2ibid21bidbibid 1 ppap 10331103
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although they were weak puppets of the govern-

ment the formal protestant and catholic churches

suffered severely during the great proletarian cultural
revolution in 1966 the red guards closed down and

desecrated all churches adeney states
christians were humiliated bibles and other

christian books were burned christian homes
were ransacked by zealous red guards eager to
seek out and destroy everything connected with
religious observances the christian population
within prisons and labor camps increased those
who had sought to survive through holding membe-
rship in the threeselfthree movementself now found
themselves obliged either to deny the faith or
join with secret disciples in hidden cell groups 1

the cultural revolution forced clandestine

christians to go even deeper underground one could

no longer maintain a public witness even in the

watereddownwatered marxistdown context of the official churches

to remain a christian was an act of courage bush

provides a gruesome account of atrocities against

christians
boiling hot tea was poured on the head of an
evangelists wife while she her husband and the
minister were made to kneel all night next to a
fire fed by bibles hymnbookshymn andbooks religious
materials byj red guard youths estimated
to be from eight to twenty years old

letters from reliable sources telltelteliteiltei of an
elders wife in south fukienfucien whol was falsely
accused and dragged through the streets of one
city when she fainted the family were not allowed

p 37
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to carry her to the former english presbyterian
hospital after some delay permission was granted
to her older son to care for her but she died
shortly after
red guard groups tore down the cross from the
church in this same city broke all the windows
and forced the old pastor to kneel on the broken
glass then he was shot 125

125china125 noteschina VI july 19685 1

such examples appear to be representative of what hap-

pened to christians who were exposed during the cultural
revolution

the cultural revolution was the culmination of

communist attempts to subdue christianity before 1966

subjugation had been attempted through accusation

meetings thought reform and patriotic realignment of

the churches althoughAlthou physicalah violence had occurred

it was the exception the cultural revolution now

sought to force people to renounce their faith through

arbitrary church closures and physical abuse during

the cultural revolution in 1965 the institutional
church practically disappeared

2davidcdavid

ush ppap 25859258
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chinese christianity since the cultural
revolution an introduction

during the cultural revolution many people

seemed justified in their gloomy pronouncements

concerning chinese christianity events that have

occurred since the conclusion of the cultural revo-

lution though have shown that christianity has not

only survived thirty years of governmentallyinspiredgovernmentally

communist

inspired

persecution but has also begun to flourish
in a major and sustained revival in many ways the

chinese christian community is perhaps stronger and

built on firmer ground than before 1949 not only was

the good seed planted by christian missionaries not

uprooted it was pruned and trimmed by difficulties
thereby making it stronger

those who proclaimed the failure of chinese

christianity were perhaps premature in their judge

ments although they correctly criticized chinese

christianity for its inability to become a mainstream

influence in chinese life and for failing to reach

broad segments of the chinese population their use

of the word failure was too final although chris-
tianity may have been only narrowly planted it went

deep it has shown a remarkable staying power since

1949 perhaps survival can be interpreted as success

45
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it certainly raises plausible hopes for success in the

future
chinese christianity was perhaps even helped by

communism communist demands that chinese churches

divorce themselves from financial and cultural depend-

ence on western churches forced chinese christians to
more thoroughly sinicize themselves communist

persecution also separated wheat from chaff in the

churches that which survived persecution was strong

and healthy without the many weaknesses that plagued

pre1949pre christianity1949 in its more sinicized form it
will perhaps have greater appeal for the chinese

people communist attacks against supersitionsuperstition and

traditional beliefs have perhaps removed barriers that
long prevented chinas accepting christianity char-

acter simplification and widespread use of putonghuaputong

language

hua

reforms vigorously pursued by the communists

will greatly ease communication problems in spreading

the christian message

christianity has begun to exploit chinas
spiritual malaise in tentative ways the jury is still
out as to whether or not chinese christianity failed

silas hong in his book the dragon net how
god has used communism to prepare china for the gospel
examines the implications of language reform for chris-
tianity in great detail ppap 809080 90

1
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it can still fail but as this paper will show there

is now much more reason to hope for chinese christian
itys ultimate success in reaching large segments of

the chinese people and in becoming influential in

the life of the chinese nation

christian revival
the liberalization that followed mao zedongszedonisZedo

death

ngs
has resulted in a surge of christian activity

in the peoples republic of china chinas newly

revived christian community however did not sponta-

neously spring up in the more fertile soil of

liberalization during the persecutions of the

cultural revolution committed christians nurtured

their faith in small groups they gathered in

clandestine irregular and informal meetings in

believers homes As the cultural revolution waned

religious conditions began to improve the need for

christian secrecy lessenlessened

house church activity became less secret in

the early 1970s this was primarily in the coastal
sections of southeast china zhejiangZhe guangdongGuangjiang anddong

fujianfijianFu wherejian christians had been the most

adeneydeney china whats ahead for christians
ppap 343534 35
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thoroughly established before 1949 3 in 1972 and 1973

groups of two hundred to three hundred people mostly

young attended house church meetings in rural areas of

southern fujianfijian by 1974 upwards of three hundred to

four hundred people were congregating together in

fujianfijian this was discontinued by the government in

that same year in wenzhouwenchouWen itzhou was reported that
christians were still meeting together in house groups

young people were being converted to christianity and

were holding semiannualsemi retreatsannual in zhejiangZhe suchjiang

retreats drew croudsclouds of sixty to seventy people 2

well into 1976 such meetings were dangerous

if discovered by governmental authorities the par-

ticipants were persecuted in 1977 it was reported

that christians were still meeting in southern fujianfijian
weekly changing the location of their meetings

it is difficult to give an exact time when

house churches and other forms of unofficial christian-
ity truly came out of the closet by 1978 though there

blair seitz the church in china an interview
with jonathon chao new world outlook ns 40 novem-
ber 1979

christianity in
mainland china A chronology china and the church
today 1 march april 19804

ibid p 5
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was a great deal of open worship and fellowship this
rapidly accelerated in 1979 and 1980 by 1978 rumors

began to surface that many christian prisoners were

being released in the shanghai area reports in that
same year from tianjinxianjin indicated that christians in that
city were visitngvisiting christian friends and relatives in

other areas of northern china in 1978 a chinese
emigre returned to china to visit her father she

discovered that her father preached to small groups in

the shantoushantos swatow area these meetings were

attended mostly by young people

large amounts of religious material began to be

clandestinely taken into china customs officials
with varying degrees of vigilance have generally

allowed these materials to enter china professional

couriers who by their many trips across the border

are familiar with search procedures make regular trips
and turn bibles over to contacts in canton these then

pass on to church groups far in the interior by a kind
n

of underground railroad
religious broadcasts beamed towards the peoples

republic of china also began to receive strong response

the far eastern broadcasting company received over

bid novell p 16

1

2
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eleven thousand letters from within the peoples repubredub

of china in response to their broadcasts in 1979.119791
wang mingdaomingtaoMing adao firm opponent of the official

protestant churchchurchy was released from prison in the

first part of 1980 2

As the situation for the house churches slowly

and gradually improved the religious situation for the

official churches also began to improve formal

public religious services of the national catholic
patriotic association began again in 1971 threeselfthree
movement

self
religious services resumed in 1972 these

were regarded as a cosmetic designed for foreign

consumption following the thaw in sinoamericansino

relations

american

occasioned by richard nixons visit to

china in 1972 to attend one of these services in

beijing one had to register the friday before the

sunday service attendance was quite sparse donald

macinnis notes that in 1974 there were only two

1a steady flow of response mail from mainland
china listeners to christian broadcasts continues
christianity today 24 22 february 198053

religious thaw in china produces wangs
release christianity today 24 7 march 198052

avid adeney the china watch christianity
today 19 21 november 197510

5

p J
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2religious
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churches officially open in all of china he states
the protestant service one sunday that september drew

only 17 worshippersshipperswor just three of them chinese there
was no sermon only a liturgy

from such timid re awakenings however came

the revival of the threeselfthree movementself and the national

catholic patriotic association M 0 williams jr
states that the threeselfthree movementself began to function
again in 1977 by 1978 the religious affairs bureau

was said to have been reactivated and an institute for

religious studies organized christians once again

appeared in the ranks of chinese governmental leader-

ship in 1978 and 1979 former churches underwent

repairs and were reopenedre onopened 6 january 1979 a

consultative conference for religious leaders was

called in beijing sixteen days later the hong kong

ta kung pao reported that the religious affairs bureau

in shanghai had resumed operation it rehabilitated

religious1religious revival in china christian
century 98 1 april 1981346

M 0 williams jr protestantism in china
today new world outlook ns 41 february 198118-
19

3morrisamorris p 5

4jonathon41onathon chao religious opening china and
the church today 1 march april 197919791 1
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in february 1979 kunmingdunming

hosted a national conference on religious studiesstu

attended
diest

by more than one hundred religious scholars
and religious affairs bureau personnel 2

in march 1980 the standing committee of the

threeselfthree movementself convened for the first time in ten

years 3 from 6136 october13 1980 the threeselfthree
movement

self
held its third national christian congress

one hundred seventysixseventy representativessix gathered in

nanjingnanking from twentyfivetwenty provincesfive all were chris-
tians this was the first national congress held in

4twenty years

this latter meeting was political in nature

in that it supported unificationreunificationre with taiwan and

efforts towards modernization and opposed hegemonismhegemonisthege

however

monism

there were indications that the threeselfthree
movement

self
was seriously attempting to establish its

bona fides as a religious organization the congress

vowed to defend religious freedom and to help the

morrisorris p 5 chao p 1

williams p 18

chinasCh threeselfthreeinas congressself makes rehabil-
itation of religion official

52

8001180091800 religious patriotic personnelpersonnel1 of all religions
after a major conference l1

Cchristianityristianityristiristl todayanity
25 2 january 198146
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government carry out its guarantees in this regard

the threeselfthree movementself has begun to impress foreign

observers in the last two years with its religious
viability it now seems to be more than a rubberstamprubber

organization

stamp

for chinese governmental policy macinnis

observes

there is also agreement that both catholics and
protestants have developed authentic new structures
for reconstituting at local regional and national
levels a selfsupportingself churchsupporting that has its own
integrity and is not dependent on either government
or outside sources for funding and leadership 2

the third national christian congress of the

threeselfthree movementself established a chinese christian
council this is to implement the policies of the

threeselfthree movementself bishop ding kuangxunKuang wasxun elected
as president of the council 3 regional and local
branches of this council are elected by church members 4

there are plausible reasons for the greater

religious integrity of the official protestant and

catholic churches macinnis refers to the post

cultural revolution commitment by government leaders

bid

maclnnis religious revival in china p 348

3congress makes religion official p 46

maclnnis religious revival in china p 346

1
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to enforce constitutional guarantees of freedom of

religious belief that were announced in 1979 the
new legal code provides prison terms for officials who

obstruct this freedom such a commitment made

possible by the more moderate political environment

caused the chinese government to refurbish the official
churches

the chinese authorities recognizing that believers
had been alienated by a suppressive policy decided
to bring them back into the mainstream of national
life they need the christians full support in
achieving national goals of construction and mo-
dernization to do this comments wingonwing pangon
of the china research center in hong kong reli-
gion must first be granted recognition and
disgraced religious leaders rehabilitated
religion must then be organized and controlled so
that its strengths may be channeled in the desired
direction

p 346

congress makes religion official p 46

maclnnis3macinnismacinnis religious revival in china p 349

51 4

42

macinnis further mentions that chinese christians
believe that the governments intention to implement

and preserve religious freedom is genuineqenuinejenuine and they are

counting on this policy as they devote their efforts to

restoring the full array of church activities 3 deng

xiaoping recently said I1 couldnt care less about

bidlibido po

2congress
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peoples religious beliefs as long as they observe

the law and work hard 1 1

the protestant nanjingnanking theological seminary

reopenedre inopened march 1981 five hundred students applied

for admission fortysevenforty wereseven accepted there are

now six universities in china with centers for socio

logicallyorientedlogically religiousoriented studies the first
lecture at nanjingnanking university on christianity drew

0
one thousand people

the threeselfthree movementself has begun again to

publish christian matieralsmatie inrals 1980 85000 complete

chinese bibles and fifty thousand chinese new testa-
ments and psalms were published the nanjingnanking

theological seminary is preparing a new translation
of the bible 3

the threeselfthree movementself is also beginning to

end its isolation from protestants outside china

in april 1981 bishop ding headed an official chinese

spae church and china towards reco-
nciliation chicago institute of theology and culture
1980 p 52 cited by donald maclnnismacinnis the north
american churches and china 194919811949 1981 international
bulletin of missionary research 5 april 198150

richard N ostling let a hundred churches
bloom time 4 may 1981 ppap 545554

maclnnis

55
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protestant delegation to an asian christian consulta-

tion in hong kong

catholics have also enjoyed revival in the
25 january 1980 issue of christianity today it was

reported that a new bishop for beijing had recently
been ordained by the reactivated patriotic association
beijings bishopric had been left vacant for fifteen
years fu tieshantreshan was unilaterally ordained neg-
otiations had been entered into with the vatican on

this matter they collapsed however because the

holy see insisted that it name all bishops for china 2

in may and june of 1980 catholics met in

beijing national regional and local structures
were once again set up for the national catholic
patriotic association A new primate was selected
A catholic church affairs commission was created to

an official protestant delegation from china
took part in an asia christian consultation in hong
kong last month christianity today 25 4 may 1981
73

chinasCh catholicinas national patriotic asso-
ciation regarded as official by the government but
deviant by the vaticanwentvatican aheadwent and consecrated the
bishop for peking 2453

congress makes religion official p 46
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formulate and direct church policy A catholic semi-

nary is scheduled to open in beijing later this year 1

donald macinnis commenting on his visit to the

wuhan catholic diocese noted several facts that are

representative of a chinawidechina catholicwide revival in
wuhan diocese priests and nuns are leaving secular
jobs and returning to religious work churches are

being repaired five thousand people many of them

young attended christmas service in wuhan christmas

time also saw eighteen baptisms there are bible study

groups and catechism classes bishop dong guanqingguanxingGuan

said

qing

many people have offered themselves as candi-

dates for study in the new seminary 2

the renewed vitality of the official catholic
and protestant churches has attracted many chinese

over one hundred protestant churches and forty catholic
churches throughout china have reopened 3 more

churches open each month and the rate is increasing

this has spread even to remote cities in the interior

maclnnis religious revival in china p 346

bid p 347 stiingsti ping 54
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and prayer in canton
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church services are packed a high percentage of the

congregations are young people under thirty 1

observers who have attended such services are impressed

with their vigor they note the religious integrity
found in the sermons 2 this year thousands of

christians celebrated easter on the great wall three

thousand catholics celebrated christmas eve mass in

wuxiauxi in 1980 3 the protestant western district church

of beijing opened in july 1980 it is also filled to

capacity each sunday this church recently baptized

thirtyfourthirty peoplefour by immersion in one baptismal

service 5 the protestant ci an tang in guangzhou

averages a total sunday attendance of about two thou-

sand people over half are under thirty such examples

appear to be representative of chinas religious

revival all areas of china are responding to the new

appeal of the official churches 0 even xinjiangXin isjiang not

excepted 7

religious revival in chinachinal

china and the
church today 2 january february 19804519804 ostling p
54 williams p 16

ostling p 54 williams p 17 bid
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the official protestant and catholic churches

are becoming significant and vigorous parts of chinese

christianity the unofficial house churches though

have many more adherents than these official churches

house churches are throughout china but are centered

most heavily in southeast china1 they are often
heavily rural in nature 2 perhaps the upheavals of the

cultural revolution did not affect the chinese country-

side nearly as much as it did the urban areas this
would have allowed rural christian groups to maintain

a stronger presence during persecutions and to be in

a stronger position for expansion under liberalized
political conditions

these house churches are generally left alone

by the authorities 3 although southeast china enjoys

greater freedom for churches activities seem to be

less open more restricted and more clandestine in

the interior and northern regions of china more than

one thousand people frequently attend a single house

eitz ppap 282928

aclnnis

29

religious revival in china p 346
ostling p 54 leona choy book of the acts in new
china global church growth bulletin 17 november
december 19806972198069

congressjconaress makes religion official p 47
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church gathering the most conservative experts say

that ahousejhouseihouse churches now number more than the 20000
protestant places of worship that existed in 1949

house churches are generally very loosely

structured groups of believing christians they are

fundamentalist in outlook and fervent in their eva-
ngelization their religion is highly emotional and

exuberant prayer bible study and christian witness

are emphasized

ostlingsdstlingsmostlingsOst articlelings in time reports a peddler

who lives in a rural area of henan province claims

that at each of three baptizing ceremonies in his
commune over the past year 300 to 400 people became

christians 3 the man belongs to a loose network of

house churches which are growing rapidly especially

in farm villages ostling further states stories of

conversions and whispered claims of miraculous healings

spread from village to village 4 macinnis reports

that the whole wenzhouwenchou area has fifty thousand

christians it has seen revivals sweep through whole

villages and districts 5 paul kauffman reports that

llbidlibidlloid

2ibid21bidbibid williams p 16 choy ppap 697269
ostling
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the tribal people of south chinachinar who before 1949 were

receptive to christianity maintained their faith
through the difficult years they are sharing in the

general pattern of amazing church growth now common

throughoutthroughoutthe the PRC he reports that tribal people

meet in the mountain caves common to south china and

that gatherings of more than two thousand people are

commonplaceicommonplace 11 christianity is even spreading to

previously impenetrable tibet fifty tibetans were

baptized on christmas day 1979 2 ted and leona choy

emigre chinese christians made a recent trip to their
native region in southeast china they reported

vigorous flourishing christian activitty in one

area baptismal services had to be cut back because

they were attracting too much attention the choyschays

reported one account of two hundred baptisms in one

week in one area 3

these are evidently not isolated instances

the present unprecedented church growth in
china began its acceleration shortly after the
most violent period of the current regime namely
the cultural revolution from 1969 onward it is
believed that millions of new believers have found

dramatic church growth in china global
church growth bulletin 17 november december 198076

21bid 3ppapp 697269 72
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their way into the christian community totally
disillusioned by the obvious spiritual bankruptcy
of maoismmagism they began to find reality and solace
in christ by 1977 when china began to open its
doors there was a definite growth pattern of the
christian community in every province in china
the best estimates place the number of christians
now in china at between 4 and 6 million1millionemillion

christianity

1

now enjoys much greater freedom in

china this increased freedom has allowed chinese

churches to experience vigorous growth however

chinese churches still suffer from significant limita-
tions placed upon christian activity evangelical

activities cannot be directed towards government

personnel or to people under eighteen years of age

religious speeches cannot be given and printed reli-
gious materials cannot be distributed without prior
approval from the religious affairs bureau religious
meetings and proselyting activities can be conducted

only in approved church buildings contact with andor
financial help from foreign religious organizationsorganization is
forbidden fortunately observers say that these

restrictions are not enforced uniformly some house

church meetings ostensibly illegal are so large that
they must be held in schools or other public buildings

this requires consent by local authorities which is

ikauffmanlkauffmanlK pauffman 75
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given it is also not illegal to listen to religious
broadcasts although bibles being taken into china in
large quantities have been confiscated it is allowed

to take bibles through customs significant restric-
tions still confine chinese christianity however

they often seem to be enforced rather casually allow-

ing greater de facto freedom of religion

congress makes religion official p 46

63
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CHAPTER 111IIIlii
CURRENT TRENDS IN CHINESE christianity

liberalization
both within and without the pale of chinas

official churches evidences of a sustained christian
revival in china are numerous and convincing forcibly
cut off from outside help christians were forced to

rely on their own resources abilities and faith
they experienced severe repression and survived they

are now rapidly increasing in numbers and in strength

in a way that the communist government never conceived

they are now truly self supporting self governing and

self propagating the communists were able to engineer

the puppetlikepuppet collapselike of the formal churches but

they were not able to prevent chinese christianity from

pursuing its own course the greater the repression

the deeper christians went underground they still
maintained their religious faith the increased reli-
gious integrity of the reconstituted threeselfthree
movement

self
and the national catholic patriotic association

and the governments tolerance of the house churches

indicate that the communists have decided to allow the

64
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christian community to more fully exercise the

prerogatives of faith repression has obviously

failed bishop ding kuangxunKuang explainsxun why in simple

terms in order to get religious people to take part

in national reconstruction they had to respect reli-
gious faith donald macinnis elaborates

As for the governments reasons for the policy of
allowing greater religious freedom xiao xianfacianfa
director of the religious affairs bureau candidly
reflected the leaders pragmatic views when he
said that all of chinas people including reli-
gious believers are needed for the program of
modernization 2

in other words if christians cannot be beaten then

grant them freedom then they might help in tackling

chinas problems

this attitude of the government assumes that
religion will eventually die off on its own although

religion showed more staying power than expected it
is still destined to submit to marxism robert L

niklaus elaborates

this policy was summarized in the publication
renminfenmin ribao last year p9793 before people
have thoroughly transformed their beliefs
we must recognize permit and respect the beliefs
of the masses of the people this is in order to
enable them to adopt the party and governments
propaganda and education during the three revo-
lution movement which concerns the social
realities of the oppositiesopposit of belief and unbelief

ostling ppap 545554

2religious

55
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authority has become an important responsibility

66

superstition and science and idealism and mat-
erialism in this way they will then arrive at the
correct conclusion and throw off these kinds of
spiritual shackles

A peking official sent to shanghai to
reassure church leaders put the governments policy
more succinctly we still believe communism will
overcome christianitychristianitybut but it may take 10000
years 1

indeed the government of the peoples republic

of china still explicitly opposes religion
0 0 the official marxist view of religion has not
changed as can be seen from an article by renron
jiyu director of the institute for study of world
religions in beijing peking therefore we can
say religious theology on the one hand and science
and revolution on the other cannot tolerate each
other just as religious theology on the one hand
and social progress and historical development on
the other hand cannot tolerate each other for
these reasons the abolition of religious

in the democratic revolution 7

7ren7penaren jiyu investigate religion and criticize
theology kuang ming daily set 27 1977 in IDOC
international documentation on the contemporary

church bulletin no 12 december 1979 p 17 2

should christianity become a significant enough

presence in chinese life that it belies communist

beliefs in its natural death the peoples republic of

china might well try again to subdue it deciding that
the temporary advantages of help from the religious

robert L niklaus china what future reli-
gion evangelical missions quarterly 15 october
1980238

2donaldadonald macinnis the north american churches
p 50
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sector are outweighed by any threat posed to marxism by

religion for the present however chinas leaders
have decided that it is in chinas best interests to

tolerate religion

chinas official churches are profiting from

this liberalization in the 1950s when they were

simply a means for the government to subdue christian-
ity they lost their adherents now that the government

is attempting to use them as a relatively free channel

for genuine religious expression these churches are

experiencing revival the house churches are also

profiting from governmental tolerance although their
adherents would no doubt remain loyal should the govern-

ment once again crack down on religion liberalization
has been central to their expansion and evangelism

problems and conflicts in protestantism
and catholicism

some house church evangelicals also attend

services of the threeselfthree movementself to maintain an

evangelical witness within governmentsponsoredgovernment

protestantism

sponsored

this may bridge the tensions and

distrust between the threeselfthree movementself and the house

churches when the threeselfthree movementself first reap-

peared it sought to require the house churches to

congress makes religion official

he
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rejoin them recently though bishop ding has

recognized all house churches as a legitimate part of

chinas protestant community 2 he expressed hope that
the threeselfthree movementself and the house churches can

cooperate3cooperatescooperate

the

3

tentative beginnings of harmony notwith-

standing however many in the house churches remain

apart they vividly remember the liberalconservativeliberal
conflicts

conservative

of the 1950s and the perversion of the formal

denominations by the threeselfthree movementself doctrinally
conservative they are suspicious of what they regard

as the threeselfthree movementsself liberalism they can see

the political elements that remain in the threeselfthree
movement

self
but are reluctant to acknowledge the reli-

gious integrity the threeselfthree movementself has gained

A deep gulf exists between these two streams of

protestantism 4

protestants are not the only ones divided into

official and unofficial groups of believers evidently

1houseahouse churches in china have become more
public and more numerous christianity today 24 7

march 198054

ostling p 55

3congress makes religion official
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many chinese catholics have not yet accepted the

national catholic patriotic association these cath-

olics remained loyal to the vatican throughout all the

persecutions they have rejected those bishops ordained

by the patriotic church only eight out of fortyoneforty

catholic

one

bishops in china were appointed by the vatican

ostling quotes one chinese catholic loyal to the holy

see many of us grew up together and shared the

sufferings of being catholic there isnt a single one

who will go to a patriotic church such catholics
conduct private services in their homes 2 ostling

indicates that most chinese catholics have failed to
accept the patriotic church 3

although catholicism has participated in chinas
religiousrellarelia revivaliouslous it faces special problems chinese

catholics are numbered by niklaus at roughly two million
today 4 this is roughly twothirdstwo thethirds number of

catholics in 1949 when catholics outnumbered

lostling p 55

frank ching china rejects popes pick for
archbishop further taxing ties asian wall street
journal weekly 15 june 1981 p 2

3 55

china what future religion p 240
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protestants almost four to one the protestant comm-

unity is now twice the size of the catholic community

numbering five million adherentadherents

there are probably several reasons for this
reversal catholicism is much more dependent on a

formal church structure than is protestantism when

their church was weakened and perverted by communist

control and finally collapsed during the cultural
revolution devout catholics had few desirable options
some expressed their faith through private worship at
home but this denied them important sacraments which

are central to their faith catholics had no priests
to conduct mass bless the sacrament and hear confes-

sion some catholics associated with denominationalnondenominationalnon

house groups which diluted the distinctiveness of their
catholic faith for both reasons catholic ranks

suffered greater attrition nonetheless many chinese

catholics remained remarkably faithful during the most

difficult years

even as the national catholic patriotic asso-

ciation reasserts itself it experiences problems caused

by its dependence on a formal church structure thirty
years of repression have seriously depleted the ranks

of priests nuns and catechistscatechis for more than twenty

lostlingostling1 p 55
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years no catholics were ordained to the priesthood and

no theological training was given beijing now has

only ten priests to care for ten thousand catholics in

the areas surrounding beijing the situation is worse

only one or two priests serve twenty thousand catho-

lics almost all priests are over sixty 1 macinnis

comments on the difficulties faced by the catholic
church

in many ways paradox characterizes the catholic
church in china today for example a strong and
dedicated laity made survival possible during the
years of repression but now the primary role of
the clergy and hierarchy is being revived As a
corollary the survival of the church in rural
areas through difficult years shows the grassrootsgrass
strength

roots
of the faith yet the shortage of priests

puts great strains on the sacramental life of
believers2believers

isolated

2

from world catholicism the patriotic
church still conducts mass in latin it is more

doctrinally conservative than the world church it has

ambivalent feelings towards the vatican but fearing

the weakening effects of isolation it desires reco-
nciliation with it however it resents vatican

rejection of its unilateral ordinations many chinese

catholics feel that had such ordinations not been made

lmacinnisimadnnis religious revival in china p 347

21bid2lbid p 350 stiingsti ping 54
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the church would have lost the hierarchical continuity
necessary for its revival

2

such hopes for reconciliation between the

patriotic association and the vatican were clouded by

the patriotic associations rejection of pope john paul

IIs appointment of bishop dominic deng yiming as an

archbishop for guangdongGuang whendong bishop dengs appoint-

ment was announced it had been assumed that the

vatican had obtained tacit consent from the patriotic
association the patriotic association however

denounced dengs appointment as interference in the

affairs of chinas catholic church this is a major

setback to pope john paul IIs11s attempts to effect a

reconciliation

lmacinnisimadnnis religious revival in china

p 350

3chingaching china rejects popes archbishop p 2

1 macinnis quotes a chinese

catholic bishop who has remained loyal to rome

the future of the church looks hopeful now but the
cycles of politics and history are unpredicatable
the way must be prepared to restore relations with
the vatican and with the church universal we can-
not abandon the church in china if it remains
totally isolated little by little it will die

3
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denominationalismpostdenominationalismpost

like the catholics liturgical high protestant

churches also suffered decline but a significant
portion of the pre1958pre protestant1958 community was low

church lacking in ritual informal in structure and

lay in nature many such churches tended not to

consider themselves as denominations or as protestant

but simply as christians such churches were able to

ride the waves of persecution with far fewer ill effects
than the high churches their loose structures were

far more suited to the requirements of informal under-

ground worship than was the structure of the liturgical
churches their fundamentalism also provided them with

the determination to endure repression it is from

this community that the house churches sprang up

house church christians vastly outnumber the adherents

of the threeselfthree movementself
communist repression blurred the denominational

landscape in another way persecutions made denomin-

ational issues less important rather than maintaining

ones denominational distinctiveness maintaining ones

faith as a christian became the primary goal because

christian activities were greatly restricted one was

glad simply to be able to associate with two or three

for example the true jesus church the
assembly hall church and independent churches such
as the one pastoredpastorekpa bystored wang mingdaomingtaoMingdao

1
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fellow christians in secret regardless of minor

differences in belief concerning christian doctrine

all these reasons have contributed to what reli-
gious observers now call chinas post denominational

situation 1 this postdenominationalismpost isdenominationalism wellsuitedwell

to

suited
the fundamentalist house churches house churches

like their low church predecessors tend not to

think of themselves as denominations but simply as

christians such postdenominationalismpost isdenominationalism reinforced
by the union nature of the threeselfthree movementself the

threeselfthree movementself was supposed to solve the deno-
minational conflicts of pre1949pre protestantism1949 today

it represents one uniform protestantism for all of

china

reasons for growth

why are the christian churches growing so

rapidly in china

religious freedom in the peoples republic of

china is now as great as it was in the early 1950s

the degree of religious freedom seems to be increasing

religious freedom differs in degree according to

geographic locale some local governments allow

donald macinnis the north american churchesldonaldadonald
p 64

for
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greater latitude of religious expression than do others
however there is enough religious freedom throughout

china that people everywhere are responding eagerly to

the spiritual alternatives offered by christianity
there is a great spiritual void in china

especially among young people thomas B gold in an

article in the 18 may 1981 issue of the asian wall

street journal weekly states
young people in chinaschina cities tend to have

several characteristics in common they are alien-
ated and cynical after two decades of national and
local power struggles and the more recent public
criticism of mao tsetungtse himselftung former
reg guards are the same age as the republic they
spent their formative years during the period of
greatest revolutionary optimism and elan they
have born the brunt of every policy twist and turn
since teenagers and those around 20 years
old were born or were children at the height of
the cultural revolution chaos and so had little
formal education or moral training many seem to
lack a social conscience or sense of higher
purpose with rare candor the authorities
have publicly acknowledged both the existence and
scale of chinas youth problem

more than thirty years of communist rule have

been punctuated by frequent and violent reversals in
governmental policy purges rehabilitations factional
disputes doctrinaire fanaticism and economic chaos

have preatedcreated a yearning for a system of values that can

alienated youth cloud chinas future p 13
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provide a coherent and consistent meaning for ones
life robert L niklaus provides further insights

pragmatism on the part of the authorities
dovetails with growing interest in religion among
the masses fox butterfield in the new york times
lists some of the reasons for grass roots inter-
est churchmen have privately pointed to chinas
new problems of unemployment crime and housing
shortages and disillusionment with the communist
party after years of confusing political cam-
paigns

rev yin jizeng pastor of the peking
christian church puts his finger on the primary
cause for the renaissance of religion during the
time of the gang of four the peoples hearts had
no spiritual relief

donald macinnis talks about christianitys
attraction for the younger generation of chinese

those who were educated and nurtured in the turbulent
context of maoist values

where do these young people come from after
their years of education in materialist values
father sheng baodzbrodz of shanghai commenting about
the first class to receive baptism since the
reopeningre ofopening his church said that some of the
youth who attend are from devout catholic homes
yet many others no one knows how many are
searchersisearchers mu dao you from nonreligiousnon

homes
religious

they represent a crisis of faith among
young people dramatized by the outpouring of
letters sent to the national magazine chinese
youth last year in response to a letter by a 23
yearoldyear womanold worker who asked the question
what is the meaning of life after all

in her letter pan xiao wrote I1 am now 23
years old it should be that I1 have begun to
experience life instead now all the profound
mysteries and fascinations associated with life
do not appeal to me it seems that I1 am at the
dead end of my life the path which I1 tread
leads from bright crimson to pale white

lchina1chinalohinalC whathina future religion ppap 23839238 39
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from hope to despair
when younger she had embraced high ideals

one should live for the betterment of other people
one should be noblemindednoble andminded ready to give up all
for a worthy cause I1 was intoxicated with passion
for selfsacrificingself forsacrificing the party and the state
but the bitter experiences of conflict within her
family betrayal by friends and abandonment by her
fiance left her embittered and asking life is
this the mystery you try to reveal Is the ultimate
end nothing more than a dead body

pan xiaos lament brought replies from young
people in every province in china within three
months chinese youth received more than 40000
letters in response most writers voicing their own
inner pain the editors were forced to publish
extended editions of the magazine in subsequent
weeks to accommodate the outpouring of letters
finally in a second letter pan xiao wrote I1

shall not be satisfied merely to be pan xiao I1
have tasted the bitter chalice of the past and I1
am listening to the call of the future with wide
open eyes I1 will search for a new tomorrow

wherever there is spiritual hunger christianity
will gain converts the recent revival of christianity
in the peoplespeople republic of china has shown that protes-

tants and to a lesser extent catholics have begun to

satisydatisy the spiritual needs of a portion of chinas
population

religious revival in china p 348

V 0
f

judging by this extraordinary correspondence
portions of a whole generation of young people
traumatized by cultural revolution experiences and
the ideological reversal that followed are search-
ing for new directions and personal faith
commitments 1

1religious
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the chinese churches are also successful
because they are purer the rice christians and luke-

warm believers were alienated from christianity by

thirty years of repression strong believers remained

who were willing to make genuine sacrifices to preserve

their christian identity even today in chinas
relatively liberalized environment the act of becoming

a christian is not a step lightly taken proletarian

prejudice and marxist dogma are still powerful enemies

religious freedom has increased only because the

chinese government is finally carrying out its reli-
gious policy its attitude of opposition to religion
has not changed one becomes a christian in china

today because he believes in christian teachings and

because it is important for him to base his life on

those teachings whatever the opposition a group

motivated by such commitment will attract many converts

the future of chinese christianity
what does the future hold for chinese christi-

anity given the turbulence sudden reversals and

factional struggles of chinese politics any predictions
are hazardous christianitys recent renascence is
directly traceable to the pronounced radicalizationderadicalizationde

of chinese politics one could surmise that if
moderation continues christianity will continue to

governmentament
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enviroelvironments

to enjoy increasing freedom and growth and if a

period of reaction ensures christianitys sphere of

activity will once again be tightened A note of

caution is in order chinas religious situation is
still far from being free but this author is confi-

dent that the chinese churches will withstand any

persecutions in the future he also feels that they

will capitalize on whatever freedoms they can enjoy

if chinese christianity can survive the cultural
revolution what cant it survive when someone

believes in something strongly enough he will cling
to it and give it to others no matter what the price

chinese christians have done this the title of mary

wangs book sums it up aptly the chinese church that
will not die written before liberalization when

people outside china heard only frightening reports of

the fate of chinas christians her book reflects the

faith and commitment that have characterized chinese

christianity the author is confident that chinese

christianity will continue to profit from such faith
and commitment motivated groups of people flourish
even in the most hostile environments
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CHAPTER IV

THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTERDAYLATTER

SAINTS

DAY

AND CHINA

mormon desires to proselyte in china

the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday

has recently renewed its interest in proselyting in

china on 29 september 1978 spencer W kimball pres-

ident of the mormon church urged latterdaylatter saintsday to

prepare themselves to preach the gospel to the chinese

people he noted when we are ready the lord will
use us for his purposes on 30 march 1979 president

kimball said let us ask our heavenly father to grant

our petition and permit this great neighbor china to

join the great family of nations now bowing to the lord
jesus christ he encouraged latterdaylatter saintsday to

learn mandarin he further counseled chinese church

members to prepare themselves to serve missions in

gardnerardner seminar for regional representa-
tives p 101

2marvin K gardner president kimball shares
missionary vision with leaders ensign 9 may 1979
105
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china by saving money to finance their missions

cantonesespeakingcantonese mormonsspeaking were urged to study mand-

arin

divine intercession on chinas behalf was

similarly sought sixty years ago while dedicating

china for the preaching of the gospel elder david 0

mckay prayed that china would enjoy political stabil-
ity he also prayed that the influence of superstition
would be lessened in china 2

shared by latterdaylatter saintsday and many other

christians the prayers of president kimball and elder
mckay are being answered china now enjoys greater

political stability this makes preaching of the

gospel more feasible communism has diligently tried
to weaken the strength of superstition in china

while the success or failure of such efforts cannot

yet be known it is clear that people in china are

now more open to accepting new directions politically
and spiritually the peoples republic of china is now

much more favorably inclined to christianity than it
has been for a long time recent developments in china

have shown that the lord is doing his part but what

bid
Q

william heaton china and the restored
church ensign 2 august 197214
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must latterdaylatter saintsday do before they are ready to

proselyte in china only as this questionquestiomisquesti is answered

and only as answers are translatetranslated into action can

latterdaylatter saintsday expect divine help in preaching

mormonism in china

the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday

must diligently prepare itself to present its message

to the chinese people in a way suited to chinas current

sinomarxiansino environmentmarxian further it must utilize
ways now available to it to preach the gospel in china

divine help will not help mormons achieve goals in the

future if they fail to expend adequate efforts towards

those goals now

how latterdaylatter saintsday can prepare themselves
to evangelize china

latterdaylatter saintsday must avoid the mistakes made

by catholic and protestant missionaries that so

offended the communist regime before 1949 chinese

churches depended on foreign missionaries and foreign

mission boards the communists accused them of being

foreign institutions this criticism was heightened

by the cultural imperialism of missionaries chinese

communist sensibilities were so offended by the foreign

image of the chinese churches that christian mission-

aries were expelled the governmentsponsoredgovernment sponsored

onisomis
translatedintodinto
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protestant and catholic churches were in part set up to

rid chinese christianity of its foreign influences
ominouslyinouslyvinously chinese sensitivities towards foreign

missionary efforts are once again being aroused the
government is still opposed to foreign missionary

involvement with the chinese churches the threeselfthree
movement

self
and the national catholic patriotic association

are also opposed to such involvement having gone it
alone during more than thirty years of repression

christian churches have acquitted themselves admirably

they are proud of their achievements chinese expres-

sions of christianity have been fashioned in place of

discarded western expressions chinese christians
fear a return to the paternalism of pre1949pre missionary1949

christianity such fears are heightened by the eager

efforts of fundamentalist organizations to hop on the

chinese bandwagon ding kuangxunKuang leaderxun of the three

self movement recently notified the china program of

the famericanj national council of churches that the

threeselfthree movementself disapproves of certain evangelistic

organizations in the united states that print bibles

for mass distribution in the peoples republic of

china 1 chinese christians do need bibles he said

no bible smugglers wanted christian century
98 1 april 1981
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but are wary of accepting bibles from evangelical bible

distributors who imply that they have an official
sanction from the threeselfthree movementself for their activ-

ities the proselyting and money behind some western

bible distribution campaigns raises the specter of the

pervasive foreign influences that set chinese culture
in turmoil during the first half of the 20th century

some aspects of renewed evangelistic interest in

china suggest a big brother mentality 1 111

foreign missionary involvement in chinese

christianity is feared from another angle officially
one protestant and one catholic church now exist for

all of china they are union denominationalnondenominationalnon

churches on an unofficial level house churches are

also denominationalnondenominationalnon in nature were foreign

missionaries once again allowed in china it is prob-

able that denominational issues would once again

surface in the peoples republic of china chinese

christians seem to be uninterested in denominational

issues how to be at the same time truly chinese and

truly christian is much more crucial to them now than

are the denomination issues that still concern us in

the west 2

llbidlibidlloid

2focus on china international bulletin of
missionary research 5 april 198149
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if latterdaylatter saintsday are ever allowed to enter

the peoples republic of china they will probably not

be able to operate in the traditional sense of cauca-

sian white shirtedshifted missionaries going door to door

who are supported by a mission organization answerable

to church headquarters in salt lake city to the

chinese such procedures would probably seem a return
to pre1949pre missionary1949 paternalism

the question of denominationalism also raises
potential problems for mormon missionary work in china

whatever the claims of latterdaylatter saintsday that their
church is the only true church of christ mormons are

not alone in claiming exclusive insights into the

gospel As such they would probably viewed as a

typical denomination further relations between the

church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday and other

christian churches are strained because of mormonisms

exclusivist claims this probably would very likely
be transferred to china such considerations will
likely inhibit any permission granted to latterdaylatter
saints

day

to proselyte in china

while it is frustrating for mormons not to be

allowed to work in china they need to be sensitive
and understanding as to why missionary work is not

allowed it is not enough to say that missionary work

is not allowed because religion is persecuted in china

85
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the chinese have good reason to be leery of allowing

foreign evangelical groups into their country if the

chinese can be persuaded that allowing mormons into

china is to their advantage they will do so hop-
efully through patience and good works latterdaylatter
saints

day

can so persuade any future mormon presence in

china might not initially be concerned with direct
proselyting educational and medical assistance are

two areas where the chinese government might be more

amenable to mormon missionaries than the area of direct
evangelical work latterdaylatter saintsday possessing tech-

nical skills vital to chinas modernization program

might be able to offer their services perhaps the

fruits of mormonism as expressed in such areas will
someday open the doors to missionary work of a more

direct nature

whatever the feasabilityfeasibilityfeas ofability such openings for

the mormon church in china they will not take place

until latterdaylatter saintsday have tried as best they can to

adapt themselves to the sensitivities and cultural
peculiarities of chinas present environment the

church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday needs to

begin now to tone down its foreign image in areas where

it can preach to the chinese people

proselyting in hong kong and taiwan is an

overture to proselyting in the peoples republic of

66
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china it should therefore be improved in order to

prepare for future missionary work in china problems

involved in chinese proselyting should be ironed out as

much as possible in hong kong and taiwan so as to

minimize future problems involved in proselyting in the

peoples republic of china

the vast majority of mormon missionaries in

taiwan are american the mormon church in taiwan is
therefore considered an american church while a

greater percentage of mormon missionaries in hong kong

are chinese americans are still in the majority on

the stake level even though all church leaders in

hong kong and taiwan are chinese latterdaylatter saintday

channels ultimately lead to salt lake city the amer-

ican image of the church is thereby reinforced As

long as the church is unavoidably tied to an american

image in the areas of missionary nationality and church

channels of authority it must exercise special care to

not thoughtlessly trample on chinese sensibilities
but latterdaylatter saintday mission organizations

frequently emphasize this foreign image for example

in 1977 the taiwan taipei mission celebrated the fourth

of july americas independence day it did not recog-

nize double ten day 10 october the anniversary of the

founding of the republic of china missionaries took

time to celebrate christmas but they were urged to
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proselyte during chinese new year chinas most impo-

rtant holiday 1

taiwan is not nearly as sensitive about foreign

involvement in church work and the foreign image of

churches as is the peoples republic of china how-

ever the author while serving as a missionary in

taiwan still encountered significant resentment about

the american image of the mormon church during his
missionary service the author saw such resentment

aggravated by the thoughtlessness of many latterdaylatter
saint

day

missionaries unwilling to adjust to the chinese

culture they did not appreciate its strong points

they offered many criticisms they conducted them-

selves in american ways that are rude in a chinese

setting missionaries called to serve among the

chinese people whether now in hong kong and taiwan or

later in the peoples republic of china need to be

more rigorously selected and more intensively trained
china is a special place with special conditions that
requires special missionaries tares are much more

easily sown in china where ethnocentricityethnocentric andity
feelings of cultural superiority are pronounced in
a culture where youth is denigrated and age is
revered it is recommended that the mormon church call
older couples as missionaries

these are personal experiences of the author
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plespies republic of china the peoples republic of

china uses simplified characters in most instances
one can make the adjustment from complex characters to

simplified characters with minimal effort and several

the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday

also needs to begin to prepare for whatever missionary

work can be done in the peoples republic of china in

the future such missionary work should draw heavily

on chinese latterdaylatter saintsday living in hong kong the

united states and the overseas chinese communities of

southeast asia unfortunately taiwanese latterdaylatter
saints

day

almost certainly would not be allowed by their
government to engage in proselyting activities related
to the peoples republic of china chinese church

members from these areas should be called to serve as

missionaries in taiwan this will provide them with

the mandarin background necessary for missionary work

in china

preparation of church materials for use in
the peoples republic of china

complex characters are officially used in

taiwan and are prevalent in hong kong all chinese

language materials prepared by the church of jesus

christ of latterdaylatter saintsday are printed in complex

characters this is a major obstacle to the profitable

distribution of printed church materials in the pe-
oples

89
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educated guesses the reverse is not true if ones
background is in simplified characters complex char-

acters are very difficult to comprehend this will
become a real problem as investigators in the peoples
republic of china read latterdaylatter saintday religious

literature the mormon church needs to print the book

of mormon the doctrine and covenants the pearl of

great price and major religious tracts in simplified

characters not only is the issue of simplified

characters versus complex characters one of linguistic
convenience it is also a political issue nation-

alists use complex characters communists use simplified

characters the peoples republic of china is proud of

its reformation of written chinese simplified char-

acters are a symbol of progress complex characters
are looked down upon as a symbol of chinas backward

past when the cumbersome written language hindered

progress

the communists have also reformed spoken

chinese the spoken colloquial language of beijing
now serves as the standard for spoken chinese

throughout china the church of jesus christ of

latterdaylatter saintsday has based its chinese proselyting
on the cantonese spoken in hong kong and the mandarin

spoken in taiwan cantonese and beijing mandarin are

mutually unintelligible while mutually intelligible

7
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the mandarin spoken in taiwan and the mandarin spoken

in the peoples republic of china have many serious
points of divergence for example after more than

thirty years of no communication between the two places

ai ren means wifetwifetwice in the peoples republic of china

in taiwan it means lover or mistress communism

has markedly influenced terminology in mainland

mandarin while taiwanese mandarin is influenced by

nationalist rhetoric
spoken beijing mandarin has further been made

the standard for written chinese in the peoples
republic of china the written language in taiwan

and hong kong is much more traditional and formal

there is a much greater difference between spoken and

written mandarin in taiwan than there is in the

peoples republic of china the more traditional and

and formal written language is used in the chinese

standard works and chinese religious tracts such

language would be difficult for investigators in the

peoples republic of china

written materials and missionary discussions in

taiwan use formal language derived from the chinese

classics such language is steeped in traditional
values its usage emphasizes how the restored gospel

harmonizes with traditional confucian values the
mormon church also strives in more explicit ways to
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emphasize this harmony for example the taiwan

taipei mission and the taipei taiwan stake hosted an

open house in august 1978 the theme of the open

house was the confucian analectanalects shou shen qi jiaiia zhi
guo ping tian xia the open house showed how the

restored gospel complemented chinas traditional
values 2 confucian teachings however are condemned

in the peoples republic of china as feudalistic and

traditional values are often rejected in favor of

progressive marxist models

in preparing religious materials for the pe-
oples republic of china new language and new examples

are needed to show how the gospel harmonizes with the

best that society and culture in the peoples republic

of china have to offer latterdaylatter saintsday need to

study and make themselves aware of the cultural and

linguistic changes that have taken place in the pe-
oples republic of china and accordingly alter their
message they should not present their message as it
is currently given in hong kong and taiwan for any

nonchinesenon latterdaylatterchinese saintsday involved in missionary

by cultivating oneself the family is united
then the nation is regulated thereby bringing peace
to the world

the author was personally involved in this
open house
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work relative to the peoples republic of china the
mormon church needs to prepare missionary materials in

pinyinpincin the romanization system used by the communists

such concerns are raised because latterdaylatter
saints

day

have only imperfectly translated their message

into the cultural milieu of hong kong and taiwan for
example the grammar of the english doctrine and

covenants extensively uses the passive case this use

of the passive case has been liberally carried over

into the chinese translation even though chinese

grammar seldom uses the passive case and then only to

describe undesirable situations the chinese doctrine

and covenants therefore has a foreign awkward and non

chinese flavor this problem is repeated in the

translation of the missionary discussions from english

to mandarin chinese the book of mormon is better
translated however it is so literal in its trans-

lation that it still retains that awkward nonchinesenon

flavor

chinese

the cultural integrity of a translation need

not be at odds with the accuracy of that translation
the chinese edition of the bible used by the church

of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday blends both

requirements admirably

see for example the chinese translation of
doctrine and covenants 12630 8433 and 11019
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the hymnbook used by chinese latterdaylatter saintsday

is composed entirely of translations of western hymns

it does not have a single indigenous hymn although

there are many indigenous chinese hymns that could prob-

ably be used in mormon services yet latterdaylatter saintsday

in taiwan and hong kong still sing songs like high on

the mountain top firm As the mountains around Us

0 ye mountains high and they the builders of the

nation such songs emphasize the utah and american

nature of the church chinese latterdaylatter saintsday need

to sing not only songs concerned with universal aspects

of the gospel such as we thank thee 0 god for a

prophet but they also deserve songs concerning the

reality of zion in its uniquely chinese context

although many church books and manuals are

printed in chinese some such as gospel essentials are

accompanied by photographs from an americanwasatchAmerican

front

Wasatch

setting such materials need to be culturalized
the chinese church also needs chinese authors who can

prepare original religious materials suited to the

mindsetmindret of their chinese brothers and sisters
chapel architecture is imported from america

expensive and difficult for less affluent chinese

latterdaylatter saintsday to maintain it ignores the genius of

chinese architecture future mormon chapels should be

designed in a more chinese way

110
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all this is not to say that latterdaylatter saintsday

have not made considerable progress in translating
their message into chinese terms when missionary work

first began in taiwan and hong kong there was no

chinese book of mormon only those investigators who

could read english were able to enjoy the book of

mormon the author remembers his pleasure while

serving as a missionary in taiwan when articles of

faith and jesus the christ were finally translated
into chinese allowing chinese latterdaylatter saintsday to

enjoy basic church writings other than the standard

works

but more progress is needed the mormon church

in taiwan hong kong and china needs to become more

than a translated version of the american church

culturalization is needed in church writings scrip-

tures hymns and architecture such elements of the

church need to truly and thoroughly express the gospel

in terms understandable and familiar to the chinese

the author recommends that the church of jesus

christ of latterdaylatter saintsday set up a china section

in its missionary department this section should

supervise the preparation of culturalizedculturalzedcultural churchzed

materials it should also make itself aware of the

existing cultural political and religious conditions

in the peoples republic of china latterdaylatter saintsday

95
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will not be able to prepare themselves to proselyte in

china if they are unaware of current conditions and

fail to adapt missionary work to those conditions this
section should also examine the efforts of other chris-
tian groups that are attempting to evangelize china

as well as the activities of churches inside china the

successes of others should be adapted to the best
advantage of latterdaylatter saintsday based on the knowledge

accumulated in these three areas this section should

formulate shortrangeshort andrange longrangelong goalsrange and policies

for mormon proselyting in china

if latterdaylatter saintsday are serious about evange

lizingklizing china they need to adapt themselves to the

chinese context far more than they already have in hong

kong or taiwan or than they currently are doing they

need to adapt themselves to those aspects of chinese

culture in the peoples republic of china that are

different from the chinese culture in taiwan and hong

kong

china is an old country whose culture has

continued unbroken for four thousand years it is an

extremely ethnocentric traditionboundtradition countrybound whose

people are convinced of their cultural superiority

christian missionary efforts of the nineteenth and

twentieth centuries converted only 1 percent of

chinas population the chinese culture is not easily

96
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penetrated the presentation of mormonism in a foreign
way has hindered the greater success of the mormon

church in taiwan and hong kong greater difficulties
await latterdaylatter saintsday in the peoples republic of

china there there are far fewer western influences

that can bridge cultural barriers to the gosepigoseplgosepie such

as exist in taiwan and hong kongkona and there there is
far less tolerance of western cultural imperialism

than in either hong kong or taiwan mormon proselyting

in china will be a longrangelong propositionrange it requires

farsightedfar studysighted and goals that are geared to

establishing a thoroughly grounded basis for the

church christians in china have further had a history

of persecution to withstand future persecutions
mormons in china must build their houses of brick not

of straw

what mormons can now do in china

formal missionary work is prohibited in the

peoples republic of china future permission for such

evangelization seems a remote possibility however

observers are encouraged by the radical improvements in

chinese christianitys fortunes within the last
three years in 1978 todays givens would have been

dismissed as improbable hopes latterdaylatter saintsday

should therefore hopefully and prayerfully prepare

in
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themselves for the day when they will be allowed to

openly proselyte in china

but if latterdaylatter saintsday sit around and wait

for conditions to change to their liking only then to

begin missionary efforts they will lose many valuable

opportunities there is much that can be done now to

preach mormonism to the chinese people and if latter
day saints begin now to spread the gospel in china

they can create a favorable opinion of the church that
will perhaps soften official opposition to missionary

work if the chinese government sees that latterdaylatter
saints

day

bring forth good works and make positive

contributions to national welfare then mormon chances

will be much better
here it is instructive to examine the relative

success of several protestant missionary denominations

in taiwan between 1949 and 1951 protestant mission-

aries were either expelled or withdrawn from the

newlycreatednewly peoplescreated republic of china taiwans
collapse was viewed as imminent missionary societies
therefore rejected taiwan as an alternative field of

labor for the missionaries who had left china but

taiwan was ripe for missionary work the harsh

economic plight caused by taiwans explosive population

increase the shock of the nationalist defeat and the

mass migration of mainlanders to taiwan all produced a

governmentament
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great spiritual hunger in taiwan however not until
president truman sent the american seventh fleet into
the straits of taiwan to protect taiwan did protestant

denominations begin to send missionaries to taiwan

the baptists did not wait though in 1948

and 1949 the baptists established themselves in taiwan

directly from the chinese mainland they were not

deterred by chinas uncertain future capitalizing on

troubled conditions in taiwan they had already estab-

lished a strong church by the time other protestant

denominations first appeared and by the time other
protestant denominations had prepared an adequate

institutional and structural basis for church building

taiwans enthusiasm for christianity had largely
passed these churches had set themselves up to serve

the spiritual needs of taiwans population when they

were finally in a position to fulfill such needs these

needs were no longer felt taiwan had become prosper-

ous life was more stable only the baptists truly
reaped the benefits of taiwans spiritual crisis 2

of all the post1949post taiwanese1949 protestant missionary

denominations the baptists are by far the biggest and

the strongest 3 the indigenous missionarynonmissionarynon

neitherlneithereitherelther did the presbyteriansPresbyte butrians they were
already well established in taiwan

wanson ppap 105109105 118109 bid r p 224
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assembly hall church also did not wait for favorable

conditions after the nationalist collapse it
immediately began work among mainland refugees in

taiwan its strength today is correspondingly

great 1

the peoples republic of china is now in a

spiritual quandary comparable to that confronted by

taiwan in the late 1940s and early 1950s economic

chaos and political instability have created genuine

spiritual needs among chinas people the church of

jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday should learn from

the example of the baptists in taiwan if mormons

spread their message among the chinese people now

whatever the obstacles and unfavorable circumstances

they may win many converts if they wait until poli-

tical conditions are more favorable before they do

anything they may lose their opportunity chinas
spiritual needs might be satisfied by political
stability and economic prosperity latterdaylatter saintday

missionary work should adapt itself to the conditions

within which it must operate fundamentalist protes-

tant organizations that are already aiming their
activitesactivities at china should not be allowed to repeat what

the baptists did in taiwan

llbidlibidlloid p 190
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what then can mormons do in china

the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday

has already begun various contacts with the government

of the peoples republic of china for example the

ambassadormbassadorambassador of the peoples republic of china to the

united states recently visited utah as a guest of the

first presidency 1 the 1980 tour of china by the young

ambassadors of brigham young university was highly

successful it created a very favorable impression of

brigham young university and its sponsor the mormon

church the brigham young university folk dancers

have just returned may 1981 from a successful and

wellreceivedwell tourreceived of the peoples republic of china

the chinese have been very impressed with the attrac-
tiveness cleancutclean imagecut as well as the high moral

standards of BYU students BYU president holland

said robert blair an english professor at brigham

young university is now teaching english in jinanainan

deseret news
17 january 1981 LDS church news p 5

2loraleegloralee turner YAs china tour proves
successful brigham young university universe 12 june
1980 p 8

3susanususan hall china trip beneficial brigham
young university niverseuniversediverse 4 june 1981 p 1

4asaas told to the author by dr blairs daughter
miss lisa blair

an

2
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such examples of indirect missionary work can gradually

build a reservoir of good will between the church and

china that will hopefully inch latterdaylatter saintsday closer
to their goal of proselyting in china

there is also much that the mormon church can

do unofficially
in a december 1980 conversation with sheldon

poon former president of the hong kong stake the

author learned that the mormon church had been sending

books of mormon and religious tracts into the peoples
republic of china since 1978 latterdaylatter saintsday who

lived in hong kong and whose businesses took them

into the peoples republic of china took these mat-
erials through customs evidently without difficulty
helpfully soon to be culturalized and prepared in

simplified characters such materials can be of great

help in interesting the chinese people in the restored
gospel

radio broadcasting is a good missionary tool
long abused by fundamentalist evangelists radio

broadcasts could be used by latterdaylatter saintsday to

introduce the chinese people to basic mormon teachings

highpoweredhigh radiopowered stations could be established in
many places near the chinese mainland such as the

phillipine islands hong kong korea japan or taiwan

the need for this kind of christian ministry is shown
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by the large volume of mail that comes unhindered by

postal censorship from china in response to the chris-
tian broadcasts of the far eastern broadcasting company

A hong kong address could be provided at the end of

each broadcast to which interested persons could write

for more information correspondence courses could be

set up to help investigators study mormon teachings 1

even though formal open proselyting is not

allowed holders of the mormon priesthood could still
enter the peoples republic of china and contact those

interested in the church this could be done with

tourist or business visas these priesthood holders

could further teach the investigators baptize them

and ordain them to the priesthood latterdaylatter saintday

groups could be set up similar to those found in

isolated outposts of the american armed forces such

groups keep formal church organization and structure
to a minimum an advantage in chinas fluid and semi

clandestine religious situation 2

this would perhaps be difficult for tourists
to accomplish it is still difficult for tourists to

enter the peoples republic of china except in a tour

these ideas were developed by dr R lanier
britsch of brigham young university

richard charles holloman the LDS church in
communist china how and when brigham young univer-
sity 1979

0 1
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group it would be hard for such latterdaylatter saintday

missionaries to visit people far from the prescribed

beaten tourist path mormon businessmen would have

greater freedom of movement

although caucasian latterdaylatter saintsday who speak

chinese can help in such work the church needs to use

its chinese members in such efforts this helps avoid

the bugaboo of foreign missionary involvement in chinas
religious affairs it also keeps the publicity sur-

rounding clandestine missionary work at a much smaller

level caucasians still attract too much attention
in china considered as overseas chinese by the

chinese government chinese church members can enter

china much more easily they enjoy much greater

freedom once in china they can abandon their western

clothing don proletarian clothing and go native in a

way that caucasians cannot many of these chinese

church members have immediate or extended family

relatives living in the peoples republic of china to
whom they could preach the gospel chinese church

members in hong kong the united states and throughout

the world can be called as missionaries to make

periodic proselyting trips into the peoples republic

of china A two month visit to relatives could be the

basis for a brief proselyting campaign

in
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while caucasian latterdaylatter saintsday should be

used as little as possible in direct missionary work

there are still ways in which they can more indirectly
plant the seeds of mormonism in china the church

should encourage young latterdaylatter saintsday to participate
in student exchange programs with chinese universities
latterdaylatter saintsday employed by business firms that have

dealings with china should be encouraged to represent

their businesses in china more latterdaylatter saintday

university professors should be encouraged to follow

the example of robert blair such people could be set
apart by church leaders as missionaries with instruc-
tions to teach the gospel in china as opportunities

arise although their missionary work might be limited

to providing a good image for the church they can

prepare a good foundation for the church

conditions in the peoples republic of china

inhibit establishing the mormon church in a fully
organized way but organization is only a means to an

end evangelization of china is the goal latterdaylatter
saints

day

need to show themselves willing to use the

limited opportunities already available before they can

worthily claim freer opportunities in the future
1 cor 91922919 says22

for though I1 be free from all men yet have I1
made myself servant unto all that I1 might gain
the more

1c5
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and unto the jews I1 became as a jew that I1
might gain the jews to them that are under the
law as under the law that I1 might gain them that
are under the law

to them that are without law as without law
being not without law to god but under the law

to christ that I1 might gain them that are without
law

to the weak became I1 as weak that I1 might gain
the weak I1 am made all things to all men that I1
might by all means save some

pauls meaning is clear it is imperative for

the missionary to adapt himself as much as possible to

the conditions in which he is attempting to preach he

cannot wait for those conditions to change to his lik-
ing political and religious restrictions must be

adapted to mormons must also become as those whom

they proselyte in terms of language and message

culturalization there are many elements in chinas
sinomarxiansino environmentmarxian to which we must also adapt

latterdaylatter saintsdayrd have made significant efforts to

present their message to the chinese people in hong

kong and taiwan however they have not truly begun to

present their message in terms that the chinese people

of the peoples republic of china can understand

much work remains to be done

te
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conclusion

christianity has always faced great difficulty
in establishing itself in china both nestoriansNest andorians

fransiscansfranciscansFransi failedscans to erect lasting churches although

the society of jesus permanently planted christianity
in china chinas christian community was barely

rescued from extinction by nineteenth century missionary

work although the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
witnessed intensive evangelical work in china the vast

majority of chinas population either resisted the

christian message or was unreached by that message

despite all obstacles christianity did

establish a vital presence in china this was no mean

feat in such an ethnocentric and xenophobic country

although in 1949 christians comprised slightly less
than 1 percent of chinas population they were a

strong and expanding community growth was rapid in

the first three decades of this century indigenous

forms of christianity appeared chinese churches were

becoming increasingly independent of missionaries and

mission boards conditions after world war two seemed

ideal for further christian expansion

107
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the triumph of communism cast a serious cloud

over chinese christianitys future the chinese churches

suffered great persecution the communist government

engineered the reduction of church organizations into
puppet churches yet chinese christianity did not die

it simply went underground today it is much more

open and it is vigorously growing the christian
missionaries of past years whatever their faults did

their work well
even with the decline in catholic numbers there

are now more christians in china than in 1949 protes-

tants particularly have increased in numbers when it
is realized that persecutions caused many christians
included in 1949 figures to apostatize this fact is
truly impressive although restrictions are greater

than in 1949 the author feels that chinese christianity
is stronger it is enthusiastic and evangelical

weaned from foreign missionaries and mission boards

it is now independent it has adapted itself to a

hostile chinese environment and is thriving its
growth of the last few years is impressive chinas
present spiritual hunger augurs well for the future
young people are accepting christianity in large
numbers

for the religiously devout it is hard not to
see the hand of god in such events after many attempts

tr umph
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the seed of the gospel was firmly planted in chinese

soil since 1949 it has been severely buffeted but

inspiteinspire of everything it has survived the trials of

the last thirty years have separated the wheat of

strong christians from the chaff of lukewarm believers
the remaining wheat is experiencing exciting growth

for the believing latterdaylatter saintday china

presents many opportunities it can be argued that
in the final dispensation of the gospel the lord is
preparing china for conversion he has planted a firm

base of christian belief in china he did not allow

this base to be uprooted he has created spiritual
hunger to cause this base to grow latterdaylatter saintsday

can already proselyte china in several ways remark-

able things have already happened latterdaylatter saintsday

also have much to do to prepare in 1977 no one

would have dared predict the favorable conditions
surrounding chinese christianity in 1981 what will
be the case in 1985 the author believes that latter
day saints can cause even more remarkable things to
happen in china if they properly prepare themselves
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ABSTRACT

in the last thirty years chinese christianity
has experienced severe persecution communism actively
sought its subjugation despite this chinese chris-
tians maintained their faith when their church
organizations became puppets of the state christians
went underground and continued to worship in house
churches the recently li eralizederali politicalzed climate
in china has allowed christians to more openly practice
their faith the official protestant and catholic
churches have been rehabilitated house churches have
come out of the closet capitalizing on an acute
spiritual malaise in china christians are experiencing
a major and sustained revival there are ample oppo-
rtunities for the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter
saints

day
to benefit from chinas christian revival

however any missionary work will require considerable
preparation by latterdaylatter saintsday
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